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1. Introduction: Indigenous music and global markets
Indigenous peoples around the world have adopted contemporary music genres since
almost the creation of such styles, though most of the time there is very little visibility of
their contributions. In Hip-Hop, for example, -the topic of this research- Indigenous
contributors have been grounded within this genre as far back as its early years in the 1970s1.
Melle Mel, the first rapper who used the term MC or Master of Ceremonies, is of Cherokee
heritage; Ernie Paniccioli, a photographer of Hip-Hop culture early years, is a Cree
descendent; Upper Hutt Posse, the first Hip-Hop band in Aotearoa New Zealand are Māori;
just to name a few names.
My interest to study specifically Sámi Hip-Hop emerged through my explorations on the
evolvement of Sámi music in recent times. As most Sámi musicians use sound textures that
make reference to nature-based environments, I was surprised about the fact that Sámi HipHop was doing a different approach by singers performing in the standard “rapper” way but
still using Sámi languages in their lyrics. With such positionality, I was intrigued by the Sámi
music that could not be completely classified as “traditional”. I started to investigate through
social media and after several hours spent on my search I came across a variety of rhythms:
from Hip-Hop to pop music, Christmas carols and rock music. Music is, without question,
one of the major expressions that Sámi people have been using to engage with their own
culture. However, is it possible to do so by not portraying an entirely Indigenous image as
their self-image? What could be expected from an Indigenous performance? Who decides for
that? What is the targeted public for this type of music? These and many other questions
arose on my exploration.
Similarly, I tried to find more information on contemporary Indigenous music. At the
moment I sought for contemporary Indigenous music I realized that, even though I am from
a country with a large Indigenous population (Mexico), my familiarity with mainstream
Indigenous artists is very limited. Slowly I was able to see why I had little knowledge on the
topic. Studies in contemporary Indigenous music are, in fact, in a discreet profile and

1

Information obtained from the documentary “The Foundation: Indigenous Hip-Hop in Canada” (2018) by
RudeGang Entertainment and on the social media profiles of the mentioned artists.
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normally what we consider as Indigenous music are those so called “traditional genres”. Not
only Indigenous music, but in general contemporary music as an area of critical inquiry does
not receive much attention from academics, and most of the time, is designated as a writing
area for journalists. This fact makes sense if one considers that journalists are those
professionals who write what happens in “the here and the now”, and after all, music industry
finds its core on live events. However, with the current unpredictable times when live events
are being threatened and music simultaneously experiences a rapid movement in various
digital platforms, it is a good moment for social disciplines to take a step on board music
studies. Indigenous peoples in this regard offer a valuable input to see how music is
intertwined with the reclaim of social issues and thus they challenge the notion of global
music.
In the following lines I will narrate the context of this research, the preliminary works on the
study of Sámi Hip-Hop, the overall objective, the research question and hypothesis of this
work, the sources, the methodology implemented, the research ethics and the theoretical
framework that is aligned with a Decolonial perspective. As for the development of the thesis,
this first chapter encompasses the introduction to my work in theoretical, methodological,
ethical and empirical terms; the second chapter touches upon the history of resilience of Sámi
people and how it is intertwined with the Sámi music production; the third chapter analyses
the history and basic concepts of Hip-Hop from its origin, in Finland and in Indigenous
grounds; the fourth chapter approaches the recent history of Sámi Hip-Hop across Sápmi2
alongside an examination on the works of Ailu Valle and Amoc; and lastly the conclusions
summarize my reflexivity.

2

The word Sápmi refers to the traditional territory of the Sámi people, which extends from the northern
regions of Norway, Sweden and Finland towards the Kola Peninsula in Russia. This work will use the word
Sápmi, which is the most used term in reference to such territory. However, similar terms from the rest of
Sámi languages do exist such as Säämi in Inari Sámi and Sääʹmjânnam in Skolt Sámi, the other Sámi languages
spoken in Finland (Sámediggi, 2008).
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1.1 Setting the field and the area of study
The current research is focused on Sámi Hip-Hop and its development as a genre on its
own terms. I aim to study it through its historical development and the lens of the two major
representatives in recent years from Finland: Ailu Valle and Amoc. The idea to analyse it
through the viewpoint of only two people has methodological and situational reasons. In the
methodological side, I want to see the creation of Hip-Hop in the Sámi context from a microlevel, that is from the experience of those individuals who have been active stakeholders on
its constitution as a musical genre in Sápmi. From the situational reason, the current state that
the world is facing with the COVID-19 pandemic has put on hold the live events industry,
making difficult to have access to first-hand experience on Hip-Hop as a live performance.
Nonetheless, by analysing online material and conversations with the artists in question I
want to see through their lens the creation of Sámi Hip-Hop as a genre.
In the Sámi context, Hip-Hop emerged from the late 1990s onwards, spreading through all
the corners of Sápmi. Ailu Valle and Amoc, who are the major representatives of Hip-Hop
in the Finnish Sámi context, show the involvement of the youth in Sápmi with this genre in
order to re connect with their own culture, regain linguistic knowledge and boost Sámi music
to a wider audience. Ailu Valle, who sings in North Sámi, presents himself as an artist who
questions the ongoing colonization of Sápmi in his lyrics. Ailu Valle’s goal is to disseminate
his mother tongue (North Sámi), mentioning in interviews that in the beginning, influenced
by American Hip-Hop, he performed in English language as he felt he needed “urban
vocabulary” that was not found in North Sámi. However, it was until he enrolled in his
university education that he re-connected with the history of oppression of his own people.
He then became determined to overtake North Sámi as the language of his music 3.
Mikkâl Morottaja or Amoc in his artistic name (An acronym of Aanar Master of Ceremonies)
presents his music in a very different way. He raps in Inari Sámi, a minor language in the
Sámi linguistic spectrum. Combining the Inari Sámi language with a growling voice whilst
singing mainly about horror characters he does not present himself entirely as an Indigenous
person in his music. In this trend, his music manages to make a meaningful contribution

3

Information obtained from the article in The Global Times “Rap helps revive Lapland's endangered
languages” (4/9/2020).
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within the Hip-Hop spectrum in Finland as the Inari Sámi language is spoken by only 300
speakers4. When Amoc is asked why he does not use any sort of traditional music he replies
that “Things used to look really bad for Inari Sami. I felt one should work to preserve one’s
cultural heritage and for me it’s primarily about the language. Otherwise I’m what’s referred
to as a modern Sámi. I don’t work with reindeer or in other traditional Sámi things.”
(Djupsjöbacka, 2014). Amoc represents a generation of Sámi people who feel the need to
take back their language through their professional activities in an age when the traditional
livelihoods in Sápmi are shifting to new directions. His music shows that Hip-Hop has found
adaptation to local settings and that this music can also be used for matters that are not so
politicized.

1.2 Previous studies on Sámi music and Hip-Hop
This research relies on the studies previously held on Sámi Hip-Hop, General Hip-Hop
in Finland and the biographical study of Nils-Aslak Valkeapää5 from an academic
perspective. Studies on contemporary Sámi music have been mainly focused on the themes
of cultural institutions (festivals, music production, concerts and cultural policies), identities
and representations on the media, and remarkably, Joik expressions across Sápmi. Though,
there is a certain absence of research on Sámi Hip-Hop. However, there are still a number of
contributions on the topic that have provided meaningful insights to this thesis.
Hip-Hop studies in Sápmi have been analysed mainly from a discourse analysis. Juha
Ridanpää and Annika Pasanen (2009, 222-223) on their article “From the Bronx to the
Wilderness: Inari-Sami Rap, Language Revitalisation and Contested Ethnic Stereotypes”
studied the lyrics of Amoc from a discourse analysis methodology. They found, for example,
the usage of the typical stereotypes directed towards Sámi people in their national societies.
One of the stereotypes that Amoc introduces in a reverse manner is the peaceful nature of the
Sámi people, as in the history of colonisation the Sámi as many other Indigenous peoples
have been assigned a stereotype of ‘noble savages’. In many songs he presents himself as an

4

The number is an estimate from the information provided on the English language report “The Sámi in
Finland” (2008) of the Finnish Sámi Parliament Sámediggi.
5
One of the musicians and artists who founded the contemporary revival of Sámi music in the 1970s. More
information regarding his work and legacy will be narrated in detail on the second chapter.
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aggressive character, together with a growling tone of voice. In this way, he matches selfconsciousness with irony in several of his lyrics. Ridanpää and Pasanen see Amoc’s music
not only as a contribution to the dissemination of Inari Sámi language innovatively, but also
as a way to see Indigenous youth out of the idealisations of how they should be like.
In a similar way, Máiréad Moriarty and Sari Pietikäinen on the article ‘Micro-level languageplanning and grass-root initiatives: a case study of Irish language comedy and Inari Sámi rap’
(2011) make a comparison of Amoc with an Irish language stand-up comedian as language
planning actors in micro-spaces. In Amoc’s case, as a singer in both his local Sápmi (microlevel) scenario and in the global spectrum of Hip-Hop (macro-level). Their comparative
analysis is made to see the status of two endangered languages in Europe and what has been
done for their preservation from local language actors towards the global scenario. Moriarty
and Pietikäinen highlight the importance of examining both the local and the global level of
language dissemination through actors that can provide an interactive visibility of them in
order to re-negotiate the meaning of what “endangered language” is.
Another contribution in this field is the chapter “Heteroglossia in Action: Sámi children,
textbooks and rap” (2014) by Pietikäinen and Hannele Dufva. In this article, the authors
explore the concept of heteroglossia on a rap performance of children that took place in
Helsinki, in which they demanded to be granted more school materials to learn their Inari
Sámi language. Heteroglossia is understood here as the different trajectories and actors that
make an influence in a linguistic practice (ibid, 61, 64). By analysing the lyrics performed,
the different actions taken before, during, and after the demonstration by the delegation of
children and teachers who took part in, Pietikäinen and Dufva state that everything together
worked as a nexus at which language resources are intertwined in the rap performance. The
authors thus highlight the importance of analysing the political dimension of language.
Recently, the book Viidon Sieiddit. Saamelaisen luontosuhteen uudet mittasuhteet 6 (2018)
edited by Jarno Valkonen and Sanna Valkonen has been a contribution in both North Sámi
and Finnish language on the areas of culture-nature interactions and how this relationship
takes form in artistic expressions. Ailu Valle himself is a contributor in the form of an
interview with Jarno Valkonen. In the conversation, he talks about his inspiration from nature
6

Translated as ‘Widened Sacred Rocks. New Dimensions of the Sámi Relationship with Nature’.
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for his lyrical compositions, how he managed to incorporate North Sámi language in his
music, the Sámi conceptualisation of human-nature relationship and the degradation of the
latter in recent times, topic that he touches in his first album Dušši dušše duššat (Useless just
to be destroyed).
In another sphere, the study of Nils-Aslak Valkeapää as a public artist has been inspirational
as I am analysing a global phenomenon from the standpoint of two of its contributors who
are public figures too. As Valkeapää was a contributor in a variety of artistic fields, he
eventually became a reason for reflexivity as to the shifts that Sámi artistic expressions were
undergoing in the XX century. Among others, Tuija Hautala-Hirvioja has studied
Valkeapää’s visual work from a historiographical perspective on her article “An Indigenous
Research Perspective on Sámi Visual Artist Nils-Aslak Valkeapää” (2019). In this article,
Hautala-Hirvioja studies the artistic visual works of Valkeapää throughout the historical
procedures that he endured in Sápmi. She made use of Erwin Panofsky’s perspective on
Renaissance Art interpretation to understand Valkeapää’s artworks in a hermeneutic. That is,
seeing the historical context in which such artworks were created. Hautala-Hirvoja states that
the researcher must dig deeper into the societal and historical context in question (Panofsky
1972, p 66; as cited in Hautala-Hirvioja, 2019, p. 90). This perspective could be applied to
the analysis of music as it is a creativity process that intersects a variety of meanings.
Lastly, Hip-Hop studies in Finland is a field that also contributed to my writing. From this
area I have especially used the doctoral thesis of Elina Westinen (2014) “The Discursive
Construction of Authenticity. Resources, Scales and Polycentricity in Finnish Hip-Hop
Culture” as she presents clearly the emergence of Hip-Hop both from its American origins
and on the Finnish context. Westinen reconstructs the history of this music genre in Finland
through media analysis and interviews with the artists Pyhimys, Stepa and Cheek. Her work
is a contribution to understand the trends that made an influence in the incorporation of HipHop in the Finnish national culture, as well as analysing Hip-Hop from its own urban
terminology.

6

1.3 General objective, research question and hypothesis
This research intends to study the role that Hip-Hop plays as a tool to create a
contemporary Sámi cultural production and, on the other hand, seeing the motivations from
those artists in question to adopt such genre. Hip-Hop here is seen as an expression to reclaim
Indigenous self-identification alongside a number of factors that come together with it
(language, belonging to a territory and communication with other Indigenous youth). In this
line, Sámi Hip-Hop is seen not only in its local context but also in the global expansion of
the genre in Indigenous latitudes. In inquiring the topic of this research, I will study the
musical expressions of Sámi Hip-Hop genre through the motivations of Ailu Valle and
Amoc, alongside other artists of the same genre to fulfil the analysis. By studying two
individuals who happen to be the precursors of such music genre I aim to narrate their
involvement within it and how they see this genre in Sápmi. Thus, the objective of this
research is framed as follows:
•

To analyse the constitution of Sámi Hip-Hop as a music genre from the viewpoint

of those artists engaged with this music genre in Sápmi.
The research question is: What are the motivations for Sámi artists to engage with
Hip-Hop and create a genre in its own terms?
My hypothesis is that the search to create a cultural industry that negotiates what it is like to
be a Sámi youth in contemporary times is the motivation for engaging with Hip-Hop. I state
that this search functions as a “cultural sovereignty” that questions the position of the Sámi
youth within their ethnic society and beyond.

1.4 Sources for this study
My sources are the information provided by both Ailu Valle and Amoc in interviews that
I conducted with both of them in February 2021, two documentaries focused on Sámi HipHop, Ailu Valle’s interview on the book Viidon Sieiddit – Saamelaisen luontosuhteen uudet
mittasuhteet (2018) and online articles from a variety of Sámi Hip-Hop artists.
The interviews were conducted individually with Ailu Valle and Amoc in the month of
February 2021 and based on a conversational method. In this process, I hold informal
7

conversations with them, having as common points their early years in Hip-Hop, their
musical influences and their opinion on the current status of Sámi Hip-Hop. As a
conversational method, I focused on listening carefully to their words so that I could portray
their viewpoint on the research topic in a reflective perspective. The interviews were done
via online call after establishing contact with both artists through their social media profiles.
In practical matters, these activities resulted to be beneficial for my research as they replied
promptly to my request and were available during the current pandemic times more than ever
before. As artists who are involved in different projects, the state of emergency in the world
has forced them to stay at home just as any other person in the world. Nonetheless, this
unprecedented times have been an opportunity for both of them to take part in new remote
projects and collaborations.
The documentaries used for this research are ‘AMOC-vuosmuš’ (2015) by Inger-Mari Aikio
and ‘We UP: Indigenous Hip-Hop of the Circumpolar North’ (2019) by Priscilla Naunġaġiaq
Hensley and David Holthouse. The first one, based on Amoc’s earky career years, helped my
reflexivity on the value of life-stories in research. Amoc here is portrayed as an individual
who has been involved in the revitalisation of his language as an artist and promoter of
cultural policies in the municipality of Aanar. In contrast, the second film approaches the
emergence of Hip-Hop in Indigenous latitudes of the Arctic. Filmed in Alaska, Kallalit
Nunaat Greenland and Sápmi, the documentary showcases a variety of topics revolving
around minority languages, ethnicity and territorial belonging. Amoc and Ailu Valle
represent here the Hip-Hop movement in Finnish Sápmi and how they aimed to intertwine
their mother tongue with this music in a linguistic revitalisation effort. Both films provide
insights on the topics of creativity, human-nature interactions, music production and alliances
among Indigenous peoples.
Similarly, the contribution of Valle’s on the book ‘Viidon Sieiddit. Saamelaisen
luontosuhteen uudet mittasuhteet’ in the form of an interview gives information on the
involvement of this artist into Hip-Hop and what inspires him to produce music. The
interview is an introduction to Valle’s career and his motivations to specifically produce HipHop with the Sámi struggle as the leading topic of his lyrics. In so doing, the reader is able
to see his music from a personal account. The book is available only in Finnish and North
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Sámi, thus I translated his interview from Finnish into English. As an addition to my analysis,
I read a number of articles from other Hip-Hop Sámi artists. In so doing, I want to shed light
on the involvement of those other contributors to Sámi Hip-Hop as a multifaceted genre.
Alternatively, a number of visual resources are used to illustrate specific topics within this
thesis. However, such resources are used as visual tools but not as sources.

1.5 Methodology: Conversational narrative method from an Indigenous
paradigm
This project uses as its main method qualitative interviews with Ailu Valle and Amoc,
and is complemented with online material aligned to the same topic of Hip-Hop in Sápmi.
The interviews, and overall the outlook of this research, are developed from the
conversational narrative method, which is defined by Margaret Kovach as “a means of
gathering knowledge based on oral story telling tradition congruent with an Indigenous
paradigm” (2010, p. 40). This methodology approaches wider communities by studying
individual persons.
Kovach (ibid, p. 43) mentions that a personal narration in Indigenous research should be as
follows: a) it is situated within an Indigenous paradigm; b) it is relational; c) it is purposeful
(most often involving a decolonizing aim); d) it involves particular protocol as determined
by the epistemology and/or place; e) it involves an informality and flexibility; f) it is
collaborative and dialogic; and g) it is reflexive. In this regard, the current research aligns to
the conversational narrative method as it conceptualizes the meaning of what “Hip-Hop” is
from the local perspective in Sápmi. It follows that logic through the voices of Ailu Valle and
Amoc and other sources (films) produced by local actors in the cultural production of Sápmi.
In addition, there is a relational approach as I aim to give back the information provided by
my interlocutors in a form that it could be of benefit not only for them but in general to the
Sámi cultural industry.
Analysing the involvement of both Ailu Valle and Amoc would enhance my reflexivity as to
the creation of Hip-Hop in Sápmi. I see the personal narrative method as a self-reflexion of
the individual in question through turning points of his motivations that oversee a common
topic to be narrated, in this case the creation of Hip-Hop in their local spheres. The
9

methodology gives an innovative perspective to the field of Sámi Studies as it sheds light on
historical and cultural procedures through the lens of an individual view in recent times.

1.6 Research Ethics and Researcher’s Positionality
My interest on Sámi culture started back in my Bachelor’s program years in Social
Anthropology as I studied at that time different social movements worldwide of Indigenous
peoples towards their self-determination. The Sámi acquired my attention as I was aware
they are the only recognized Indigenous people in the Europe Union. Whilst I tried to find
more information of this culture I was intrigued by the fact that music has been used by them
as a preaching statement within their resilience movements. From territorial disputes in which
music was a means of expression to summer music festivals in the Sápmi territory,
contemporary Sámi leaders who are musicians by profession and so on, a new world of
knowledge was opened to me. This personal memory comes practical for the ethical side of
my research as my positionality plays a key role for the benefits that my interlocutors obtain
from my work and, at the same time, the limitations that arise as an outsider to Sámi culture.
When it comes to the benefits and limitations of my work, a benefit of my research for my
interlocutors (Ailu Valle and Amoc) is that I could bring innovative perspectives on the
current status of Sámi Hip-Hop as I am an outsider to both Sámi culture and the Finnish
national context. As someone from the ‘Global South’, I can portray Sámi Hip-Hop as a
multifaceted phenomenon that has both similarities with other regions of the world, and
simultaneously peculiarities that make it unique in the global Indigenous Hip-Hop ‘scene’.
There is little knowledge of the Sámi people in Spanish language sources, so a benefit for my
interlocutors is that I could write works in Spanish language based on the finding of this
thesis in a near future. In so doing, this thesis could be useful not only for them but also for
Sámi cultural institutions. A limitation, on the contrary, is that I am less aware of the
dynamics within the cultural production of Sámi music over the years as my coexistence with
this industry is very recent. That said, my contributions and limitations have to find a balance
in order to give a real picture of the studied phenomenon.
In line with an open research process, my work follows ‘The ethical principles of research
with human participants and ethical review in the human sciences in Finland’ (2019) by the
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Finnish National Board on Research Integrity TENK. Special attention has been given to the
section 3. Ethical principles for research with human participants. My task as a researcher
is always making clear who I am, the purpose of my work, inform myself widely on the
previous research on the topic of my interest (so that when interviewing my interlocutors, I
do not ask questions that can be answered from information on previous sources), and most
importantly, how I am planning to give back the knowledge provided in the research
methods. As an outsider to Sámi culture I am responsible to portray my interlocutors in the
most real picture without falling in “essentialisms” that can lead to stereotypes.
Furthermore, as the nature of this work revolvers around Hip-Hop artists, it is not possible to
maintain anonymity on the informants’ identities (Ailu Valle and Amoc). When dealing with
public people, such as musicians, researchers should consider that what we say about them
in our work could have either a positive or a negative impact not only in their privacy but
also on their career. One should handle carefully the absence of anonymity as mentioned on
the subsections of TENK’s guidelines “3.5 Processing of personal data in research” and
“3.6 Protecting privacy in research publications”. Both Ailu Valle and Amoc have been
informed about the future outcomes of this research, assuring that the final product will not
affect their public image.
Lastly, as for the openness of the data gathered in this work that relies on TENK’s subsection
“3.7 Openness of research data”, the final product of this research will be open to the public
at the University of Helsinki’s thesis catalogue so that it can be used by other scholars
interested in Hip-Hop studies from Sápmi.

1.7 Theoretical Background: Decoloniality, Indigenous Epistemes and Indigeneity
This work follows an “Indigenous paradigm” that is under Decolonial lens. As such, I
see Hip-Hop as one of those ‘other histories’ of minor represented realities in the European
context. That is, Hip-Hop is seen as one global phenomenon that gives an account of the
Indigenous youth and their positionality as creative producers both in their own societies and
globally. “Indigenous Paradigm” here is understood as a way of centring Indigenous cultural
practices into discussion and placing Indigenous peoples and their issues into dominant,
mainstream discourses (Kuokkanen, 2000). Hip-Hop, as a practice that relies on storytelling
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to express social issues, makes Indigenous demands visible to the global audience.
Furthermore, this music genre affords artists to express what it is like to be an Indigenous
youth today from their local perspective.
Decoloniality brings to the centre of academic theory the reflexivity of the margins (such as
Indigenous knowledge). Nonetheless, it does not seek to erase Western science, on the
contrary, Western thought is seen just as another epistemology in the wider world. According
to what Anibal Quijano calls the ‘coloniality of power’ (1994, 2000, p. 549), the Eurocentric
expansion from the seventeenth century onwards was not only a colonisation of land and
means of production but also a colonisation of mind. This colonisation centralises Western
scientific thought as a universal truth, fading away the existence of other systems of
knowledge. ‘Coloniality of power’ claims that this Eurocentric expansion is not something
from the past, but rather intrinsically entwined with the contemporary modernity.
Decoloniality functions not as a paradigm but as a project to reawaken those “other racialized,
genderized, and borderized decolonial thinkers whose herstories, transtories, and ourstories
of thought have been made invisible by the racism and heteropatriarchy of the
modern/colonial order” (Walsh and Mignolo, 2018, p. 8). To be precise, Decoloniality
happens in various spheres that are interrelated, where ethnicity, gender, nationality among
others have something to say between each other.
As Decoloniality highlights the voices of Indigenous scholars who produce theory of/for their
own people, my theoretical analysis is based on the contributions of Sámi scholars. The
contemporary Sámi writer Harald Gaski mentions in this regard that “Our knowledge and
our traditions are just as legitimate as those of the West and we have sought to make that
premise apparent through our approaches to research” (2013, p. 116). Gaski in his words
encourage the reader to prioritize Indigenous theories and methodologies when studying
topics where Indigenous peoples play a central role, but also when understanding larger
phenomena such as national and international narratives. The latter, as an attempt to have a
better understanding of power relations in the global reality.
Central to my analysis is the concept of ‘Indigenous epistemes’ by the Sámi scholar Rauna
Kuokkanen (2007, 2017), which refers to the knowledge and experiences of Indigenous
peoples. ‘Indigenous epistemes’ are thus principles that rely on the relationship humans have
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with the environment; in this way, humans are another element in the web of relationships in
the world and are not per se at the centre of it. Such epistemes can have a different form from
one Indigenous culture to another, in fact, Kuokkanen mentions that not all Indigenous
individuals self-identify with this logic of “the reality”. However, being in a relationship with
the environment where one stands in is a key principle of ‘Indigenous epistemes´ worldwide
(2017, 314-315). The question of “who are Indigenous peoples?” from a basic approach will
be answered in the following section.
In this Decolonial panorama, Indigenous artists are most of the time erased from the global
music discussions, as if “Indigeneity” was something contrary to “global contemporary
music”. Similarly, theories around what “Indigeneity” is, oftentimes also forget to include
these many different ways of being Indigenous and how they recreate global cultural patterns.
I want to raise then the importance of transcultural expressions such as Hip-Hop that praise
for a visibility of “Indigeneity” in global settings. As the “global” and the “local” collide on
my reflexivity, this work questions what it means to be Indigenous in contemporary times.
At this stage, it is important to define the idea of ‘Indigeneity’. According to the Hawaiian
scholar Maile Arvin “indigeneity refers to the historical and contemporary effects of colonial
and anticolonial demands and desires related to a certain land or territory and the various
displacements on that place’s original or long time inhabitants” (2015, 119-121). To this
concept, Kyle T. Mays (2018, 10-11) adds that there are multiple ways of being Indigenous,
of which cultural representation plays a key role in the search for cultural sovereignty as
‘Indigeneity’ seeks to give a space to the existence of Indigenous peoples from a variety of
other spheres such as race, class, gender, sexuality, status and non-status.
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2. Key concepts and stories to understand the question of music in the
Sápmi region
This chapter will introduce the basic idea of who Indigenous peoples are in order to give
a brief but yet meaningful picture of the Sámi as a multi-diverse culture. The first section
gives the key elements on the definition of Indigenous people; the second section describes
the main characteristics of Sámi people today and their territory; the third section is an outline
to the colonization history of the Sápmi region; the last section approaches Sámi music and
its relation with resilience movements of this people.

2.1 Indigenous peoples as collective actors
Indigenous peoples are defined in the following manner by the ILO Convention No. 169
concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries (1989):
Peoples in independent countries who are regarded as indigenous on account of their
descent from the populations which inhabited the country, or a geographical region to
which the country belongs, at the time of conquest or colonisation or the establishment
of present state boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all
of their own social, economic, cultural and political institutions.
According to this definition, Indigenous peoples is a term that takes its essence on selfdetermination, historicity, geographical scenario and ontology. Indigenous peoples are a
social sector that self-identify as a group of members that share cultural patterns and base
their knowledge on an analysis of the environment they belong to. This analysis of the world
is inherited through generations and there is the common aim among Indigenous peoples to
preserve it for their future members. Later on, they hold a sense of community among their
members that perpetuates their construction of knowledge. This sense of community
differentiates from the individual position in the “Western World” in that Indigenous peoples
have a collective consent on the actions they undertake when dealing with political,
economic, cultural and spatial issues.
Similarly, Indigenous peoples have a turbulent past of colonization that, far from being over,
it still extends to their current lives. In this regard, Indigeneity is an identity that has been
fabricated in the otherness factor. That is, the otherness defines as well indigeneity and
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determine to what extent they could be granted rights and reconciliation. These rights are not
granted to the major population, not only for cultural differentiation, but rather as a historical
reclaim to colonialism. As stated by Marisol De la Cadena and Orin Starn “Indigeneity is at
once historically contingent and encompassing of the nonindigenous—and thus never about
untouched reality” (2007, p. 4).

2.2 Sápmi7 territory and Sámi people in current times
The Sámi people are an Indigenous group spread out in four countries: Norway, Sweden,
Finland, and the Kola Peninsula in Russia, in the territory called by them as Sápmi or
Saamiland. The total number of Sámi is between 75,000 and 100,000 (Seurujärvi-Kari and
Virtanen, 2020, p. 35). As a widely spread-out Indigenous group in the Sápmi territory, they
hold a variety of languages, traditions and settings. In addition, many Sámi people live in
other areas of the Nordic countries, in Finland for example 60% of them live outside Sápmi
(Sámediggi, 2008).
The Sápmi territory stretches throughout the northern parts of Fennoscandia, covering the
municipalities of Ohcejohka, Aanar, Eanodat and the reindeer herding district of Soađegilli
in Finland; the counties of North Trøndelag, Nordland and Troms og Finnmark in Norway;
the provinces of Jämtland, Västerbotten, and Norrbotten in Sweden and the Murmansk Oblast
in Russia (Seurujärvi-Kari and Virtanen, 2020, p. 35). The territory comprises fjords, valleys,
glaciers, lakes and rivers. The Western portion is an area of deep valleys, mountains and
rivers running from the northwest to the southeast, of which the river Deatnu is the most
important in symbolic terms as it crosses the three Nordic countries with Sámi population.
From the Norwegian side to the Eastside, the landscape takes the form of a low plateau with
marshes and lakes. The north-eastern region lastly resembles to the tundra landscape.
The Sámi languages are part of the Finno-Ugric family. Spoken in Norway, Sweden, Finland
and Russia, there are nine living Sámi languages with North Sámi as the largest one in
geographic outreach and number of speakers with 20000. Those languages are North Sámi
(Norway, Sweden and Finland), Inari Sámi and Skolt Sámi (Finland); Southern Sámi and
Pite Sámi (Sweden and Norway); Ume Sámi and Lule Sámi (Sweden); Kildin Sámi and Ter
7

This work uses the names of towns, institutions and events on its Sámi denomination. A vocabulary with
their equal name in the national language of their country is provided in the appendix of this work.
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Sámi (Russia). In the case of Finland, besides North Sámi, Inari Sámi8 and Skolt Sámi are
present in the municipalities within Sápmi with approximately 300 speakers respectively.
Alternatively, the Sámi are nowadays fluent in the major languages of the countries they live
in.

2.3 Sámi history through colonization: From assimilation policies to resilience
The Sámi are descendants of the people who first inhabited the northern regions of
Fennoscandia shortly after the end of the last ice age, approximately 10,000 years ago. The
Sámi mythology addresses the origin of this culture back as children of the reindeer and the
sun, with a birthplace on the Sápmi tundra (Gaski, 1993; Hilder, 2015, p. 11).
Writing a Sámi history can be challenging not only because of the many State boundaries
this culture transcends, but also because a Sámi history (as other Indigenous’ histories) raises
the inequalities perpetuated on the construction processes of Nation-States. I will narrate here
the encounters that the Sámi experienced from the XIII century onwards, which is the time
when the assimilation attempts towards them arose. During the XIII and the XVI centuries,
Sámi regions were divided into siida areas, geared for hunting purposes and creating
geographically well-established reindeer herding communities (Hilder, 2015, 11-12). The
emergence of kingdoms in the Nordic Region and their search to create national boundaries
derived in the taxation of vast areas in Sápmi by Danish, Swedish and Russian authorities,
ensuring that Sápmi could still enjoy a kind of “autonomy”.
From the XVI century onwards, the Sámi society was increasingly trapped in drastic changes
caused by outsiders and the missionary work of the kingdoms taking over control of the
region. Along with the establishment of present State boundaries, the Sámi area was
gradually divided up. When settlement increased in the XIX century, the Nordic States
launched a conscious assimilation policy which favoured the interests of the dominant
population, influenced by the increasingly ideology of nationalism that was crossing all
around Europe. Later on, between Swedish and Danish rule, a sense of nationalism and hopes
for independence started to spark in Norway that culminated with its independence from
Sweden in 1905.

8

Inari Sámi is highlighted here as Amoc is a speaker of this one.
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At its first independence years, Norway designed a strict policy of cultural assimilation
directed towards the Sámi and the Kven people 9, with the fear of a Russian invasion and the
increase of nationalism in Finland after its independence from Russia in 1917 (Hilder, 2015,
p. 13). State “Norwegianization” policies focused mainly on language diminishment at the
public and educational areas, implementing boarding schools where children were taught
only in Norwegian. Meanwhile in Sweden and Finland the situation was not so different as
in Sweden nomadic schools emerged for kids from reindeer herding families, where they
were forced to use Swedish as the only language of conduction. Similarly, with the recent
independence of Finland, the country aimed to build a unique educational model, leaving
aside the Sámi languages from the teaching curriculum. As for the Russian side, in a search
for a unified working class across the Soviet republics, cultural diversity was seen as a
Western capitalist value.
The many assimilation policies across Sápmi, mainly focused on monolingual education, had
a tremendous impact on the generations after the XIX century, with most families avoiding
to teach their Sámi language to their kids. Nonetheless, a change emerged in the XX century
with the foundation of many political Sámi organizations between 1904 and 1911. A key
figure at this stage was the Swedish Sámi activist Elsa Laula (1877-1931), who led the
organization of the very first transnational Sámi meeting in Trondheim on 6th of February
1917, which has been observed since 1993 as the Sámi People’s Day (ibid, 13-14). This Sámi
Assembly motivated many other meetings afterwards, though Nordic countries responded
with strengthened assimilation policies that persisted all the way to the 1960s. In the Post
World War II era, mobilization grew stronger in all the corners of Sápmi, reaching its highest
point with the foundation of the Nordic Sámi Council in 1956. In the following decades
resilience among the Sámi was still ongoing, with new generations that created innovative
ways of expressing their struggles.

9

The Kven people are an ethnic group from Northern Europe who are descendants of Finnish migrants in the
region.
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2.4 Sámi music brief introduction: The Joik song and its tricks
This section introduces briefly the development of Sámi music since its ancient times
onwards. Taking as the point of departure the definition of what Joik is, the most popular
Sámi song tradition, I narrate its transition from an oppressed cultural practice towards its
commercialization in the mainstream media on the present day alongside giving space to a
variety of Sámi musical expressions in the XX century.
In simple terms, Joik is a long-lasting vocal sound performed by a solo person that works as
a way of remembering a place, a human, a living being or any sort of element from a familiar
environment; creating a story-telling dynamic between one person (the singer, or ‘joiker´)
and the living being who is remembered. In this way, the joik becomes a noun as the recipient
acquires it as part of their essence. As a noun, Joik is a simplification of the verb juoigat (to
joik) in North Sámi language. Named differently in all of the Sámi languages: luohti (North
Sámi), vuolle (Lule Sámi), vuelie (South Sámi), leu’dd (Skolt Sámi), livđe (Inari Sámi), to
name a few examples. Each of these song traditions has its own set of rules for composition
and interpretation (Hilder, 2012, p. 163), though what brings together all of them is the vocal
sound of the singer as the main conductor of the melody and the relationship established
between the interpreter and the element that acquires the Joik. The vocal sound is
improvisational, long-lasting and repetitive, with the purpose of placing the voice at the
centre with instruments having a hidden position.
Joiks and other oral melodies in ancient times worked to describe the environment of Sápmi
in a narrative epic format. They became highly condemned during the Christianization of the
Sápmi territory in the XIX century, relegating them to private settings and only as a
communication bridge among people of similar kin. In such censorship context, the songs
changed towards a more politicized viewpoint (Gaski, 2004). The Sámi started to use the
possibilities of their languages through coded information and figurative meanings in order
to make a two layered composition of joiks: one that could be understood only by the
members of the Sámi community or kin and the other for outsiders. These new composition
principles were a result of the outsiders venturing into the Northernmost regions of
Scandinavia, who started to pick up basic knowledge of the Sámi languages; and on the other
hand, the national borderlines that obliged the Sámi to pay taxes to more than one country at
a time.
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2.5 Sámi Music Renaissance in the XX century: Social movements and the global
music sphere
In the post-World War II age, the Sámi in the Nordic region began to reclaim their cultural
heritage both regionally and in a similar trend with other Indigenous movements in the global
scenario. Specially after land-right conflicts in Sápmi during the 1970s, music and overall
arts became a key feature of political resilience as the youth Sámi were able to receive higher
education in this field and thus put it in practice in their activism (Hilder, 2012).
Music among the Sámi experienced an attempt of “institutionalization” from the 1970s
onwards, as various artists ventured into music creation with mainly the mixture of Joik with
other contemporary music genres (ibid, p. 163). At the time of the emergence of the Sámi
movement in the 1960s, Joiks were no longer used as spiritual practices, nonetheless, the
youth generation of that time regained its practice as a musical expression. Especially from
a Sámi youth movement in the late 1960s from North Sámi regions, Sámi cultural patterns
regained a place as expressions of resilience (Hilder, 2017, p. 366). With the initials ČSV
(believed to stand for Čájet Sámi Vuoiŋŋa! ‘Show Sámi spirit!), this movement aimed to
promote Sámi culture mainly through art. In this fashion, Joik set a step towards its
establishment as a music genre. From this decade onwards, Joik songs started to be recorded
with different instruments performed by young artists, giving origin to the first wave of
contemporary Sámi musicians.
One of the first cultural representatives of this musical movement was Sven-Gösta Jonsson,
a Sámi man who started out by singing in Swedish (Jones-Bamman, 2001, 192-194). Even
though he was not fluent in a Sámi language, he surely became a pioneer on giving voice to
this people as he presented himself publicly as an Indigenous person with lyrics that covered
topics such as ancient sacred places from Sápmi, the Joik, the reindeer herding, the landscape
of the region and so on. His debut album, Vid Foten Av Fjället (At the foot of the mountains)
in 1959, presented a juxtaposition of an apparent stereotype of the Sámi peasant, but on the
other hand a Sámi that was not ashamed of showing himself as an Indigenous person. His
public image combined a “rocker style” of the early 1960s with long hair and the gákti attire
(the traditional Sámi costume), with the purpose of positioning openly in the public sphere
the symbolic image of the Sámi people.
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Years after the public appearance of Sven-Gösta Jonsson, another musician from the Finnish
side of Sápmi, Nils-Aslak Valkeapää, ventured into the music industry in 1968 with an LP
called Joikuja/Joik Från Finskan Lapland (Joik from Finnish Lapland). While Jonsson sang
about joik, Valkeapää joiked openly and thus created the first ever commercial recordings of
this tradition (ibid, 194-197). During his study years on a teaching-training program, he
became aware of the political Sámi mobilization across the Nordics, taking inspiration from
that mobilization to become a joik singer. Instead of recording the joiks in its original format
as vocal sounds, he combined them with simple instrumental arrangements and other sounds
referred to the reindeer herding setting. The purpose in the mixture of all these sounds,
according to the singer, was to give light to the joik in the public discourse outside the Sápmi
territory. His music was a mixture between the influences of urban folk US artists such as
Bob Dylan that were popular at that time, joiks and sounds from the Sápmi environment. This
formula gave him a big popularity among Sámi people of all the areas, becoming a kind of
“cultural hero” in the contemporary Sámi history.
Valkeapää was not only involved in music but he was also a writer, actor and a duodji10 artist,
all of these activities intersecting with the environment of Sápmi as the source of inspiration
(Hautala-Hirvioja, 2019, p. 102-103). In this way, he showed publicly that Sámi knowledge
relies on the multiplicity of abilities that the individual owns and their relationship with the
Sápmi settings. Moreover, even with its influence in popular culture he was also questioned
as to why he was attempting to create a kind of “modern joik” away from the traditional song.
To his critics he responded: “I have previously been opposed to the label “modern” joik …
however, since I do not want to stand accused of sinful or false joiking, I will accept “modern
joik” as a fine term” (Jones-Bamman, 2001, p. 197). Valkeapää certainly was a key figure in
the development of a joik rediscovery among Sami musicians, which was called “the joik
renaissance”. During the 1970 and 1980 nearly forty albums and cassettes of Sámi music
were commercially released, most of which featured joik on at least one of their tracks (ibid,
p. 197).
The revival of Sámi cultural expressions coincided in the late 1970s with one of the most
remarkable events for the Sámi concerning violations to their territory. The construction of a
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Duodji is the Sámi word for handicraft, though it also refers to art a whole.
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hydroelectric project over the Alta River in the northernmost region of Norway was set to be
implemented in Sámi territory (Seurujärvi-Kari and Virtanen, 2020, 39-40). This project
involved damming up the river, flooding thousands of hectares for reindeer grazing pasture
and displacing a good amount of Sámi villages. In the midst of this struggle, a group of young
Sámi protestors created their assemblage called Sámi Action Group (SAG), which aimed at
raising the level of confrontation to the Norwegian Government. On October 8th 1979, they
set up a traditional Sámi lavu (a conical tent) on a small plot of ground, directly across the
street from the Norwegian Parliament building in Oslo (Jones-Bamman, 2001, p. 199). In
addition, they were joiking indignantly followed by a hunger strike whilst waiting for some
reaction from the Parliament representatives. The outcome of this resistance was that the
Norwegian Government agreed to a moratorium on the Alta hydroelectric project until the
appropriate council could be convened to reconsider the entire proposal. The State agreed to
take into account the issues raised by the Sámi protestors to a resolution that could satisfy
both sides. Shortly thereafter, the members of SAG dismantled the tent and returned home.
In such a brief but yet a meaningful period, the Sámi became visible and audible to a society
that was not aware of the violation to human rights they had been facing for a long time.
The protest of the Sami Action Group received the attention from many sectors included the
music industry outside the Sápmi territory (ibid, p. 201). Years after this event a popular
Norwegian singer, Sverre Kjeldsberg, brought this event to an even wider audience as it
inspired him for the lyrics of a new recording. In 1979 the song called Sámiid Ædnan, a Sami
phrase meaning ‘Sami Homeland’, pictured the SAG movement in the lyrics by showing
them in a heroic image. However, the biggest bond between this recording and Sámi people
was the inclusion of Mattis Hætta, a Sami musician from Máze (one of the affected villages
in the Alta Region) into the song by joiking. The result of this collaboration was an interesting
attempt to shed light on the issues on Sámi territory to a national and later on an international
audience11, at the same time gave credit to the Sámi people by sharing the authorship and
stage in live performances with Mattis Hætta.
In the late 1980s, an artist that made a breakthrough on the establishment of Sámi music in
the global arena was Mari Boine. The special feature of Boine’s music, on the opposite of

11

The song was chosen to be the Norway’s entry in the Eurovision Song Contest of the year 1980.
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Valkeapää’s direction of gearing his music to a Sámi audience, was the fact that she ventured
Sámi music towards a broader public whilst using North Sámi as the language of conduction
(ibid, p. 206). Her music embraces joiks with soundscapes of folk arrangements, jazz, rock
and other elements. Although she has been often times criticized because of this matter of
“exotification”, her music has placed Sámi patterns and issues in the lyrics at the forefront.
Thus, enabling intercultural dialogues between ethnicities and music cultures within her own
performance. She established her place in the “world music” scene with her album Gula gula
in 1990 via Peter Gabriel’s record label, on which she mixed joik with different global music
genres (Hilder, 2015, p. 10). The major contribution that I see in Boine’s music is the fact
that she positioned Sámi women as artists and active music producers in a time when the
genre was still dominated by men.
Starting from the 1990s, more Sámi artists emerged in the Nordic region. Examples that I
consider the most remarkable are Ulla Pirttijärvi from Finland (Folk music), Niillas
Holmberg from Finland (Jazz, rock and electronic music), Sofia Jannok from Sweden (Pop
music), Wimme Saari from Finland (Folk and electronic music), Jaakko Gauriloff 12 from
Finland (Cchlager music), Hilda Länsman 13 from Finland (Folk rock and pop music), ISÁK
from Norway (Electronic pop), Niko Valkeapää14 (folk music) among many others.

2.6 Sámi music events and institutions today
Public events and institutions have played a key role in the development of Sámi music
as an artistic expression. Since the 1970s many events have sprout that include Sámi music
acts. Possibly the most important Sámi music event and oldest is Sámi Beassášmárkanat
‘The Sámi Easter Festival’ in Guovdageaidnu. The Easter festivities became institutionalized
in this town in 1954 through the establishment of reindeer racings, the introduction of music
events in 1972 and the subsequent increase of visitors (Hilder, 2017, p. 365). over the Easter
week, various cultural Sámi thematic events are held in this festival such as art exhibitions,
duodji markets, children’s plays, a small film festival and storytelling workshops. The last
event of the festival is the song contest Sámi Grand Prix established since 1990, which aims
12

Jaakko Gauriloff is the first ever artist to have recorded music in Skolt Sámi language.
Hilda Länsman is Pirttijärvi’s daughter, with whom she has formed the rock band Solju.
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Niko Valkeapää happens to be Nils Aslak Valkeapää’s grandson.
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at bringing together Sámi singers from the entire region in order to choose a joik
representative to compete at Liet International, an international song contest for musicians
who speak a minority European language.
Another important music festival for this people is The Riddu Riđđu Festivála, an annual
cultural festival (which means “little storm on the coast” in North Sámi) that focusses on
disseminating not only the Sámi culture but overall the Indigenous peoples culture worldwide
as it encompasses artists’ acts from various regions. It has been taking place in the coastal
Sámi region in Olmmáivággi town in the Gáivuotna municipality, Norway since 1991 in the
month of July (Hilder, 2017, 366-367). This event has an especial place in contemporary
Sámi culture as it was created in a region that experienced one the harshest cultural
assimilation policies for the Sámi in the early XX century. Whilst inner Sápmi municipalities
were able to maintain their culture even during the colonization times, the coastal Sámi region
lost various cultural patterns. It was during the 1980s, when a group of young Sámi from the
region, inspired by their education at the University of Tromsø and the ČSV movement, that
they started to organize this event firstly as a local gathering to revitalize Sámi coastal
traditions. It later on evolved into what it is the largest cultural festival for the Sámi youth.
Riddu Riđđu Festivála in current times consists of concerts, an Indigenous market, cultural
workshops, a camping site and cultural tours in Olmmáivággi town. The festival in 2009
gained national status as a key festival in Norway.
Other musical events in the region are Márkomeannu at Evenes, South Troms (Norway) in
the month of July and Ijahis Idja at Aanar in the month of August (Finland). Alternatively,
events that at times include music appearances are Skábmagovat “The Indigenous Peoples’
Film festival” at Aanar and Jåhkåmåhkke Márnána (Jokkmokk Market) at the place of the
same name (Sweden), which encompasses a duodji market and cultural events. In addition to
festivals, institutions that support Sámi music production are present across the Nordics.
Examples are many and I would highlight those of Finland for geographical reasons: Tuupa
Records Oy, a record studio focused on Sámi music recording; Sámemusihkkaguovddáš Sámi Music Centre at Sajos cultural centre, at the headquarters of the Sámi parliament in
Finland; Uksi Productions, a recording company focused on Sámi music production; Sámi
Musihkkaakademiija, The Sámi music academy, an educational initiative that provides
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education in the joik traditions of Finland. Lastly, a recent meeting place created for the
dialogue among Sámi artists and cultural workers is Kultur Sápmi, a think-tank fostered by
the Sámi council Sámiráđđi since 2019.
All of these institutional efforts together work as a search to establish communities among
the different regions of Sápmi affected by cultural assimilation policies. Nonetheless, during
the XX century they all regained their sense of community at their own pace and festivals
have been a key space for that, enabling the built of a transnational Sámi community (Hilder,
2017, p. 365). Cultural events among Indigenous peoples, on the contrary of other music
festivals that have an international profile, are highly local and have a politicized aim. As
mentioned by Phipps (2009, 43; as cited in Hilder, 2017, p. 365): “Cultural festivals are one
of the few consistently positive spaces for Indigenous communities to forge and assert a more
constructive view of themselves, both inter generationally and as part of a drive for
recognition and respect as distinct cultures in various local, national and international
contexts”.
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3. From New York to Aotearoa and back to Finland: Indigenous (and
non-Indigenous) Hip-Hop in the global scenario
Hip-Hop is a result of the search from the margins to find their place in the global music
mainstream. In order to understand the current situation of Hip-Hop in Sápmi it is important
to see the process in which it was born and transformed from a music performed in the Bronx
neighbourhood of New York to a variety of Indigenous latitudes. In this chapter I will give a
brief introduction to the basic concepts of Hip-Hop, the emergence of this music genre as a
global phenomenon and its adoption in the Finnish context. Moreover, I will briefly analyse
the usage of Hip-Hop by Indigenous peoples from a global perspective.
Starting in the 1970s in the suburbs of New York, Hip-Hop originated from Afro-Caribbean
communities on the margins of American industrialization at that time (Rose, 1994; as cited
in Hutchings and Crooke, 2017). Since the early years and throughout time, Hip-Hop was
adopted by Afro communities worldwide to express their ongoing struggles, whilst at the
same time offering a celebration of being of African or Latino heritage (Reyes, 1996; Flores,
2004; as cited in Hutchings and Crooke, 2017). As such, Hip-Hop is a cultural practice that
shows the complex resistance that these peoples hold against their inequalities. Over the
years, Hip-Hop has been named a philosophy of life: an ethos that involves clothes, a way of
talking and walking, a political attitude and often a philosophical posture of asking hard
questions whilst critically challenging established values (Shusterman, 2005, p. 61; as cited
in Westinen, 2014, 11-12).
Hip-Hop aims to form communities of people who live in the margins and that seek cultural
means to make visible their concerns. By creating a sense of community, it also requires
individual creativity so that their participants provide a very personal performativity that
cannot be replaced by anyone else. This element makes the followers of Hip-Hop exploit
their creativity through rap rhymes and create a form of story-telling of their individual
perception of the local context. Hip-Hop is the outlook that its followers have of life and the
influence of globalisation within them (Westinen, 2014, 11-12). Furthermore, it sheds light
on the language ideologies present in the global scenario of the music market. As it will be
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shown throughout this current work, the usage of major languages in the global market
fluctuates constantly and new trends appear every now and then.
Hip-Hop is unifying, shared, fractal and conflictive at once. It is a genre that adapts to local
contexts with the aim of intersecting ‘the local’ with ‘the global’ in rhymes of current
narrations. In this local adaptability, the concept ‘scene’ is normally used by artists involved
in music production of this genre to refer to the local contexts of Hip-Hop. To talk about a
‘scene’ is to make reference to a specific context and how it has been interacting with the rest
of the global community (Westinen, 2014, p. 13). For example, if we mention the ‘Sápmi
scene’ we are making reference to the music production created by Sámi Hip-Hop artists.
Thus, ‘scene’ does not refer exclusively to a geographical space but rather a cultural one.
As ‘scene’ refers to the cultural and local context in a given Hip-Hop environment,
‘authenticity’ complements the analysis. ‘Authenticity’ has been constantly used by Hip-Hop
communities to differentiate from one another. It could be understood as the essence of the
individual performer and the way of portraying the ‘scene’ he/she belongs to, both concepts
denote the sense of belonging to a community through the creative process of adopting HipHop (ibid: 17-18). ‘Authenticity’ is a term that has been used not only in Hip-Hop but in a
variety of styles in contemporary popular music often related to originality, creativity and
independency in music production (Shuker 1998, p. 20; as cited in Westinen, 2014, 65-66).
In the early years of Hip-Hop, ‘authenticity’ was a key concept for African Americans to
uplift their voices and ‘keeping it real’ to oneself, “prioritizing black voices from the margins
of urban America” (Rose, 1994, p. 3; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 32). From being a demand
for awareness of the black struggles in the American context to a notion of local essence,
‘authenticity’ defines the cultural patterns of the latitudes where Hip-Hop is adopted whilst
connecting those latitudes to the global Hip-Hop network.
In symbolic and musical terms, Hip-Hop is a genre that encompasses four key elements:
break dancing, graffiti, DJs (who create the beats) and MCs 15, i.e. the rap artists (Rose, 1994,
2, 34; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 30), the last two of which form the basis of rap music.
Hip Hop in this regard is composed by lyrics that through rhymes and beats creates a way of

15

An acronym most notably from ‘Master of Ceremonies’, but, alternatively, it can also refer to ‘move the
crowd’, or ‘mic controller’ (Paleface, 2011, p. 18; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 30).
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story-telling. This trend leads us to the general content of lyrics, which normally are the living
realities of singers and people involved in this music style. In this line, there is a need to
highlight ‘rapping’ as it is the core of Hip-Hop culture and the sphere where individual
creativity and the sense of community collide (Hebdige, 1987; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p.
31). Before rap was understood as a specific form of music it referred to a speech form in
African-American and Jamaican oral culture. Rap originally meant “a fluent and lively way
of talking”, thus rappers need to possess verbal and performance skills.
Story-telling is an act of passing over knowledge from one generation to another. Music,
indeed, is a network that circulates stories and engage people with its content through
listening. Rapping makes this contribution inasmuch it gives space to talk extensively and
encourage the audience to pay attention closely through the beats and the rhymes. In this
way, the youth are in the search for their own roots and, simultaneously, integrating into the
global society. Rap then combines the local with the global context (Westinen, 2014, 31-32).
Rap, as a method of passing on narrations, requires to connect to the present with a
background in a community. As it has been explained in the previous lines, communities are
not only geographical places, and the Sámi Hip-Hop scene sheds light on that understanding
as they are part of not only an Indigenous context, but also are contributors to their national
and the Nordic region ‘scenes’. This case also shows that Hip-Hop should be seen as a global
community, a multilingual and multi ethnic sphere with story-telling as the common point.
Most well-known as a “Global Hip Hop Nation” (GHHN), Hip-Hop is an entity with a fluid
capacity to cross borders, and a reluctance to adhere to the geopolitical givens of the present
(Alim, 2009a, p. 3; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 32).

3.1 Hip-Hop early years: From the Caribbean to New York and beyond
Hip-Hop was originated from violent environments in the American urban outskirts
where drug traffic, fights between gangs and unemployment were common trends. However,
it offered a new reality to a “marginalized youth”, one that could transform their collective
frustrations into a new expression to be spread-out to the public eye.
One of the most famous DJs of the early years was DJ Kool Herc, who had moved to the
Bronx neighbourhood in New York from Jamaica and started organizing street parties there
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and thus inspiring other DJs in the area (Price, 2006, p. 11; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p.
30). During the 1970s, DJ Kool Herc together with DJ Afrika Bambaataa spread the word
through the creation of the Universal Zulu Nation, a famous Hip-Hop collective that brought
together DJs, MCs and graffiti artists (Price, 2006, 12–13; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 30),
in an attempt to “channel the anger of young people in the South Bronx away from gang
fighting and into music, dance and graffiti” (Lipsitz, 1994, p. 26; as cited in Westinen, 2014,
p. 31).
Rapping since the early years was a key expression in Hip-Hop culture. Initially, rapping
supposedly was born as a children’s game of ‘verbal duelling’ between one another in a sort
of encoding hidden speech messages, with the purpose of surviving in their hostile
environments (Labov, 1972; Morgan, 2002, p. 58; Mitchell-Kernan, 1972, p. 315; as cited in
Westinen, 2014, p. 31). These children were descendants from African slaves who arrived to
the USA as cotton labourers and emigrated to various metropolitan areas in the country
throughout time. Following these internal migrations, rapping evolved as a way of talking in
the 1970s associated with connecting rhymes performed by men called ‘pimps’ who were
supposed to get the crowds attention (Kochman, 1972, 242–243; Rose, 1994, p. 55; as cited
in Westinen, 2014, p. 31). Their rapping had a bragging content, so as to make political,
aggressive and violent references.
Before the year 1979, the only documentation of Hip-Hop music was on cassette tapes (Toop,
2000, p. 78; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 31). The first commercial hit was “Rapper’s
Delight” by the Sugarhill Gang in 1979 and its success began a series of events in the world
of this music (Toop, 2000, ix; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 31). The 1970s and the 1980s
could be called as the “old-school” age of Hip-Hop, with artists like the previously mentioned
Afrika Bambaataa, Kool Herc and also Grandmaster Flash (and the Furious Five) and Kurtis
Blow. Hip-Hop music was later on ‘discovered’ by the mainstream industries (record
companies, fashion and film productions). In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s decade
US Hip-Hop became visible particularly on TV and on print, which in turn globalized the
culture (Price, 2006, p. 16; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 32). As Hip-Hop was something
not seen before with inequalities at its core of conversation, its marketing in the late 1980s
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and early 1990s aimed to spread the word to a broader public not familiarized with the
American margins. The energetic nature of Hip-Hop indeed obtained attention globally.
There is also, however, a hypothesis of a different origin to this music style traced upon long
time ago before the Bronx origin. Called as the “boomerang hypothesis”, this theory suggests
that Hip-Hop initiated from oral traditions of story-telling brought by slaves coming from
West-Africa to the South of the United States (Omoniyu, 2009, 116-117; as cited in
Westinen, 2014, p. 33). Different rappers in North America and local scenes from Western
Africa have mentioned this origin in a way of ‘authenticity’ discourse (Westinen, 2014, p.
33). K’Naan, a Somali-born Canadian rapper, sees Hip-Hop as “an African form that has
been Americanized” instead of an American phenomenon of African-origin (Pennycook &
Mitchell, 2009, p. 34; Omoniyi, 2009, p. 117; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 33). These
notions remark that music genres cannot be seen in a linear development but rather
throughout a circulation of interactions that take place in various phases in time adapted to
local contexts.
During the 1990s, Hip-Hop grew steadily into a successful mainstream phenomenon (Chang,
2005, p. 445; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 32), with rap artists such as Jay Z and Puff Daddy
becoming brands and business men themselves (Chang, 2005, p. 447; Immonen, 2004; as
cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 32). Moreover, American Hip-Hop started to have rappers that
were from ‘white’ origin such as Beastie Boys and Eminem. This fact was criticized at its
time as the fandom believed that Hip-Hop was leaving behind its credibility. Nonetheless, as
it will be shown in the Finnish context, the involvement of people from various ethnicities
portrays the necessity to see contemporary music as a wide network with representatives that
question what ‘authenticity’ is.
In summary, Hip-Hop is now a movement of a variety of cultures that even though not all of
them share the same inequalities, they all contribute to the production of creativity in the
worldwide panorama.
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3.2 Hip-Hop in Finland: Adaptability of a global ‘scene’ in the Nordics
This subsection will narrate the adaptability of Hip-Hop within the Finnish context. As
Sámi Hip-Hop has been influenced from cultural trends that are both local and global, it is
therefore important to give an account of the national context where both Ailu Valle and
Amoc are positioned. Hip-Hop in Finland emerged between the 1980s and the 1990s decades
with the influence of trends coming mainly from American culture. This music genre had
three different waves of development in the Finnish market (Paleface, 2011, 32; as cited in
Westinen, 2014, p. 35), with the first one using English as the language of performance and
the following stages towards the usage mainly of Finnish.
In the late 1980s Hip-Hop in Finland started to have presence through graffiti art and channels
that broadcasted street culture coming from the USA, being Helsinki the metropolitan area
with the most presence of this artistic style. Steadily, Finnish youth shifted from being
consumers of Hip-Hop culture coming from abroad to becoming producers by recording mix
tapes and hosting local gigs. At this stage, local clubs started to flourish and in Helsinki the
club ‘Lepakko’ (The bat) was a meeting place for DJs and break-dancers. The song “I’m
young, beautiful and natural” (1983) by General Njassa (a DJ, musician and a radio
journalist) and the Lost Division made a breakthrough as the first experiment of Hip-Hop in
Finland. A peculiar feature of Finnish Hip-Hop in the early 1990s was its humorous essence
as a way of making it more “local-like” instead of following the nature of American HipHop lyrics. This personality was due to the fact that the youth involved at that stage did not
feel completely identified with the environment of African-American performers nor the
country had close ties with African culture by then. Similarly, Finnish language did not match
the lyrics in comparison to the English language (Hilamaa & Varjus, 2004, 195–196; as cited
in Westinen, 2014, 36-37).
The early personality of Finnish Hip-Hop was a parallel phenomenon to the shifts this music
style was experiencing worldwide with the emergence of groups that did not have relation
with the margins of industrialization where Hip-Hop was born. In another geographical
latitude, the American record label Def Jam sought to launch Hip-Hop for ‘white’ audiences
through the group Bestie Boys who mixed rock and rap in their music. As a result, regions
of the world where population was predominantly ‘white’, such as the Nordics, felt inspired
to create their own artists. The Turku-based group Pääkköset, for example, attracted attention
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as the first one to rap in Finnish language with their debut album of the same name (1989).
The humorous stage was characterized by a mimic to the Beastie Boys style adapted to the
Finnish context with electronic beats and lyrics addressed at not so serious topics such as the
opposite sex, drinking and political critics (Kärjä, 2011, 81-82; as cited in Westinen, 2014,
p. 37). Finnish Hip-Hop at this moment tried to make fun of the local social issues and the
music influences coming from abroad in a mixture of finding its way into the global market.
Hip-Hop in Finland did not attempt to have any popular representation in the national
scenario of music industry in the early 1990s, instead it tried to have more street credibility
within cultural hubs (Paleface, 2011, p. 43; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 39). A number of
meeting points originated in Southern Finland with the major ‘scenes’ coming from Helsinki,
Tampere and Turku. Helsinki in particular was a special place with ‘The Funkiest’, a record
store solely dedicated to Hip-Hop and the first Hip Hop club (event) Berlin, organized in
1992 (Mikkonen 2004: 54, Westinen 2014: 39). The city of Tampere on the other hand saw the
emergence of ‘posses’16 formed by immigrants coming from Northern Finland, with Joku
Roti Records (founded by the Rovaniemi singer Hanibal) as the company that housed rappers
from Lapland.
In the second wave during the late 1990s, Hip-Hop became more local-like with artists
embracing Finnish as the language of performance. At the end of this decade, the first Finnish
Hip-Hop compilation album was published in 1998 with only one song in Finnish language.
The following compilation in 2001, on the other hand, included fifteen songs in Finnish and
only three in English. As such, starting the new millennium there was clearly a sort of
“domestication” of the Hip-Hop culture in the Finnish context. Moreover, it was at the late
1990s that Finnish Hip-Hop became more mainstream with the duo Fintelligens from
Helsinki. Fintelligens were the first Finnish group of this style to acquire fame at large scale.
Taking inspiration from the French scene that was using the national language at that time,
Fintelligens combined Finnish lyrics with English language fragments and thus creating
somewhat a ‘Finglish’ way of expression (Paleface, 2011, p. 52; as cited in Westinen, 2014,

16

In Hip-Hop culture, the word ‘posse’ refers to a group of friends who share either a common local origin or
ideal. In the US, ‘posses’ are a kind of a relic of the gangs in New York that functioned up to the 1970s. The
word continued to stand for a peaceful group or gang of friends. (Mikkonen, 2004, p.99; as cited in Westinen,
2014, p. 54)
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p. 41). Their debut single “Voittamaton” (‘Invincible’/’Unbeatable’), released in 1999, was
a self-confident song that clearly depicted both their influences from abroad and their search
for doing a signature style of Finnish Hip-Hop.
It was at the beginning of the XXI century that Hip-Hop evolved into a popular style and
record labels started to sign up more artists. This venture into the mainstream sphere made
the different regional scenes to question the credibility that Hip-Hop was turning into at that
time, with many considering that it was failing to have local ‘authenticity’ but rather imitating
the rough personality of American rappers. Nonetheless, the evolvement of this music in the
early 2000s was a sign of the outreach that contemporary music overall was experiencing
through new technologies (Paleface, 2011, p. 52; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 41). Finnish,
in fact, was the first language that showed the distinctive personality of national Hip-Hop,
and later on giving space to other linguistic expressions. Finnish Hip-Hop is a clear picture
of the adaptability of this genre to the local contexts.
In the 2010s, with the third wave, Finnish Hip-Hop has been in its more popularized phase
with artists flourishing and events emerging across the country. In this last decade there has
been an emergence of music festivals. Example of this is Pipefest, held from 2008 to 2010
and again in 2018. This festival in particular was a precursor of mass events dedicated to
Hip-Hop culture in Finland as it was the first one that encompassed graffiti art, music, break
dance and collaborations among local artists. Alongside, other festivals are Summer Up
(running from 2003 to 2018) in Lahti and Blockfest (est. 2008) in Tampere which is the
largest Hip-Hop event in the Nordic countries.
Contemporary Finnish rappers have been on the public eye mainly because of their
engagement with social issues. Examples of contemporary Finnish Hip-Hop singers are
many, one of the most popular is Paleface (Karri Miettinen) who has been well involved in
collaborating with artists from different cultural backgrounds including the Romani singer
Hilja Grönfors and the Sámi artists Wimme Saari and Ailu Valle. Paleface is famous mainly
for his political views as he incorporates current issues of the Finnish society into his lyrics.
Another example of contemporary Hip-Hop and advocacy is the rapper Signmark (Marko
Vuoriheimo), who is the world's first Sign Language rapper and with that, an artist who
advocates for the history and position of the Deaf in society.
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The overall adoption of Hip-Hop within the Finnish context is an outcome of transnational
interactions, as this music style stands for giving visibility to the global youth and their
current concerns. In Finland, the youth adapted this visibility to the local issues such as
internal migration, the inclusion in the public sphere of the national languages and the search
for going beyond the Finnish scenario. In this regard, ‘(trans)cultural flows’ are those
directions that globalization takes when dealing with cultural coexistence that crosses
borderlines (Pennycook, 2007, as cited in Westinen, 2014, 74-75). Rather than saying Finnish
Hip-Hop had an influence coming from the “West”, transcultural flows stand for a more
dynamic coexistence between the local and the global.

3.3 Indigenous Hip-Hop and the search for a space in global music
The position of Afro American peoples, as reflected in Hip-Hop lyrics, got the attention
from a variety of sectors around the world who shared a situation of minor representation in
their own national spheres. Indigenous peoples (specially the youth), in this way, started to
use Hip-Hop as a mechanism to have a saying both in their own societies and in the public
sphere of their countries.
Hip-Hop made by Indigenous peoples is most of the time seen as a process of cultural
adoption rather than a mutual exchange, as if they were only consumers and not contributors
to the genre. This notion is a result from the imaginary of indigeneity being a “traditional”
space outside the modern world. However, Indigenous people have not only adopted HipHop but they have also made contributions to the global ‘scene’ by speaking up for visibility.
In this sense, whilst the original idea of Hip-Hop was to challenge the inequalities lived in
the outskirts of urbanization, Indigenous Hip-Hop artists seek to show their existence and the
many ways indigeneity can be expressed (Meys, 2018, 4-5). Indigenous Hip-Hop is not only
a claim for ethnic visibility but also an expression that Indigenous identity does not always
have to be at the forefront of the members of Indigenous societies. Indigenous identity might
be crucial sometimes, but some others not relevant at all, and that is one of the characteristics
that Hip-Hop and overall modern music styles have brought to this youth: their coexistence
with the many faces that they can have as citizens of the world.
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As a global phenomenon, Indigenous Hip-Hop could be defined as the culture adopted and
produced by Native people to challenge settler colonialism, white supremacy,
heteropatriarchy, among other things (Mays, 2018, p. 4). Indigenous peoples worldwide use
Hip-Hop to say out loud that they do exist and that they claim cultural sovereignty in their
very own terms. Cultural sovereignty refers to the contemporary ways of portraying
Indigenous culture that oftentimes are not tied to a specific territory but to a society they
belong to. Hip-Hop created by Indigenous people questions stereotypes of what “tradition”
and “modernity” is. By joining the phrases “contemporary music” with ‘Indigenous’ in the
same sentence they argue that tradition is not a static category, but is something constantly
changing and being shaped by local spheres (Berglund, Johnson and Lee 2016; as cited in
Mays, 2018, p. 7). Contemporary music produced by Indigenous peoples aims to show that
other face that mainstream markets are not expecting to see from indigeneity: the many ways
of being Indigenous in contemporary times.
Hip-Hop emerged in Indigenous arenas at different times, though one can conclude that it
started to have a trend in the 1990s, popularising in the following years until now that has
been commercialized in digital platforms. In this section I will mention briefly examples
from different latitudes worldwide in order to shed light on its dissemination, peculiarities
and similarities among them. The examples here are: A.B. Original from Australia, Upper
Hutt Posse from Aotearoa New Zealand, The Halluci Nation from the suburbs of Ottawa
(Canada) and a brief reflexivity of Indigenous Hip-Hop from minor representatives in the
Global Hip-Hop Nation.

3.3.1 Australian Aboriginal17 Hip-Hop: Using English language to reclaim
sovereignty
Hip-Hop made by Indigenous peoples from Australia has presented a high development
throughout the 1990s and the 2000s decades all across the country. Popularly known as
‘Aboriginal Hip-Hop’, the genre in Australia has been characterized by the celebration of
being Indigenous and at the same time a straightforward reclaim for sovereignty by using
17

In this section the terms Aboriginal refers to the Indigenous peoples in Australia: The Aboriginal people and
the Torres Strait Islander peoples, as defined by the Ethical conduct in research with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples and communities by The Australian Government (2018).
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English as the language of instruction. Examples of Australian aboriginal languages into HipHop are, in fact, very scarce 18, however the usage of mainly English has made Indigenous
artists easily reachable to the national audience. Probably one of the major examples of the
Hip-Hop movement in Australia is the duo A.B. Original (Always Black Original), which is
composed by Briggs (Adam Briggs) from the Yorta Yorta people and Trials (Daniel Rankine)
from the Ngarrindjeri people.
Adam Briggs -popularly known as Senator Briggs- has had an active career in Hip-Hop since
2009 characterized by strong lyrics and a growling voice. His music at first listening might
not give any clues about his cultural heritage, though he proves that multifaceted indigeneity
of contemporary times. He has been highly involved in activities that promote his Indigenous
heritage, including the ownership of the recording company Bad Apples Music, which has
signed several Indigenous Hip-Hop artists. Oppositely, Trials has a more discrete profile
based mostly on music production for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists in
Australia.
A.B. Original was created in 2014 and released their single “January 26” from the record
‘Reclaim Australia’. The song has claimed in their lyrics the harmful meaning of “Australia
Day” (the most important national holiday in that country) towards Indigenous peoples
(Hutchings and Crooke, 2017). The usage of the English language by A.B. Original seeks to
have a nationwide spread in Australia so that their voices are heard by the majority English
speaking population of the country. The song was, indeed, highly polemic as it was the first
attempt in contemporary times to question the rhetoric of this national public holiday and
how it is intertwined with colonisation. A few lines of the song say:

18

Recent examples of rappers who perform both in English and their native language are Baker Boy (Danzel
Baker) who raps in Yolngu Matha, a language from the Yolngu people in the Milingimbi Island in the Northern
Territory; and Patrick ‘Mau Power’ who raps in Meriam, a language from the Eastern Torres Strait in North
Queensland (Breyley, 2017).
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I remember all the blood and what carried us
They remember twenty recipes for lamington
Yeah, their ancestors got a boat ride
Both mine saw them coming until they both died
While Aus still got the black history
And that shirt will get you banned from the Parliament
If you ain't having a conversation, well then we starting it (Rankine, Briggs, and
Sultan 2016)

In an unapologetic manner, A.B. Original question a national value by using the major
language of their country cleverly and thus empowering their Indigenous identity.

3.3.2 Māori Hip-Hop or how to establish a new genre through historical
remembrance
Hip-Hop in Aotearoa New Zealand had an early blossom led, in fact, by Indigenous
Māori people. Upper Hutt Posse19, a Hip-Hop band from the late 1980s combined the use of
traditional Māori instruments alongside other genres such as blues and reggae. They became
a partway in the South-Pacific region not only within the music genres they ventured in, but
also in introducing Māori topics in the public discourse in a time when there was scarcely
any space for them (Mitchell, 2000, p. 50). However, one of the biggest contributions is the
fact that they released the first ever Hip-Hop song in their country, named ‘E Tū’ (Stand Up)
in 1988. Simultaneously, their debut album ‘Against the flow’ (1989) was the first music
production in contemporary times to use Te Reo Māori, Aotearoa’s Indigenous language.
The lyrics of ‘E Tū’ are a celebration to be a Māori youth, their struggles and references to
Māori leaders. An extract of the song says:

19

The name makes reference to the place of origin of the band, the Upper Hutt city, in the metropolitan area
of Wellington.
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E Tu
Stand Proud
Kia Kaha
Say It Loud
[…]
You gotta learn the history to know where ya truly are
Learn it somehow this ignorance has gone too far
Have self-determination in what ya gonna do
Kia kaha, kia mau ki to Maori
Don't let no-one stand on you (Dean Hapeta 2018)
The song at its time caught the attention of many people by being called “pro-Māori”. To this
regard, the band has expressed in interviews their intention to create kotahitanga or unity
among the Maori youth of their time 20. Te Kupu (Dean Hapeta), the leader of the group, has
mentioned the influences he had from the 1968’s song ‘Say it loud – I’m black and I’m proud’
by the Funk artist James Brown. In this way, the aim of “E Tu” was to urge the Māori listener
to not feel sorry about their own Indigenous heritage, and at the same time, to show the
pakeha (non-Māori) the Māori side of the national colonization past and present. Upper Hutt
Posse became a big influence overall in the Hip-Hop scene of the South Pacific region, giving
voice to new artists of different ethnicities who ventured in this music style. In 2018, Upper
Hutt Posse were included into Te Whare Taonga Puoro o Aotearoa, the New Zealand Music
Hall of Fame as the Tohu Whakareretanga or Legacy Award recipients.

20

Information obtained from the Episode 1 ‘Upper Hutt Posse 'E Tū'’ from the NZ Hip Hop Stand Up video
series in Radio New Zealand (23/7/2020).
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3.3.3 Bridging First Nations’ alliances through the music of The Halluci Nation
Hailing from the suburbs of Ottawa Canada, The Halluci Nation (formerly known as A
Tribe Called Red) originated as a project between three DJs coming from Indigenous21
heritage who sought to give representation to urban Indigenous youth in nightclubs. Little
did they know that their project would end up in the public eye and today the band is one of
the most famous Indigenous acts worldwide.
The Halluci Nation is formed by the DJs Ehren "Bear Witness" Thomas (Cayuga First
Nation) and Tim "2oolman" Hill (Mohawk, of the Six Nations of the Grand River), and
having had former members Ian "DJ NDN" Campeau (Nipissing First Nation) and Dan "DJ
Shub" General (Cayuga First Nation). Their music is popularly called as “electric powwow”,
which is a blend of electronic music, Hip-Hop, reggae and First Nations’ musical traditions.
The idea of the band emerged in 2008 as Campeau and Thomas, both Indigenous DJs who
used to work together in the same night club, felt intrigued by the fact that even though there
were various live music events taking place all over the nightlife of Ottawa for different
cultures living in the city, there were almost no “thematic nights” for urban Indigenous
people. Thus, they decided to hold a monthly thematic club night where electronic music
together with sounds of powwow gatherings22 were played. At first, they faced resistance
from clubs as it seemed whilst having events of this nature were alright for foreign cultures,
for Indigenous peoples of Canada they were interpreted as “highly politicized” gatherings23.
Nonetheless, they still went ahead with their plans.
Surprisingly, the thematic nights were a success in the Ottawa ‘scene’ and remained as a
regular event, supporting the group in the release of their first self-titled album in 2012 as a
free internet download. The album was downloaded 5000 times after its release date and
named by The Washington Post as one of the Top Ten Albums of the year (Montiel 2013).
This success was a partway as the band obtained attention and awards that Indigenous

21

In this section the term Indigenous refers to those peoples who self-identify as part of a First Nation, Métis
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Powwow is a term referred to social meetings of North American Indigenous peoples in which they sing,
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Indigenous peoples who mostly live in urban settings.
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Information narrated by the band themselves on the video series “Native America” by Rebel Music project
(19/11/2014).
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musicians never got before such as the Juno Award (the most important award ceremony in
Canadian Music) for “breakthrough artist of the year” in 2014. Followed by two other
albums, their latest release “We are The Halluci Nation” (2016) has been a transcendental
work as it incorporates collaborations with Indigenous artists from different regions of the
world.
The music of The Halluci Nation, besides bringing a fresh input to Hip-Hop and electronic
music, has made the music industry to rethink the western concept of copyright (Colhoun
2015). As The Halluci Nation’s music involves both urban styles and “traditional” music
from First Nations’ reserves, critiques comment that this mixture portrays the long-lasting
tensions between the “rez life” and migration to urban areas in North America. As a result, it
is a summary of two different types of ownership, a communal and an individual one, but
this conjunction is a claim to open-up concepts of creative processes and to see ownership in
accordance to whom it serves as a means of expression. In contrast, this mixture has also
brought tensions with other First Nations of Canada, saying that they do not see well the
playing of powwow24 songs in nightclubs where alcohol is sold, as alcoholism is one of the
biggest burdens among First Nations. To this regard, The Halluci Nation have expressed that
contributing to Indigenous music visibility in nightclubs is something that needs to be done
in order to give their youth a space that used to be unreachable for “non-white” sectors. After
all, they say, “those are the places where we [the Indigenous youth] gather now”.
The band has been putting effort in building a Pan-Indigenous solidarity with almost every
music creation they do, which shows the variety of demands for a common trend in these
causes: Indigenous sovereignty and self-determination (Woloshyn, 2016, p. 104). Examples
of their contributions to Indigenous causes through music are many: from the song “The
Road”, which was written for Idle No More, the largest First Nations’ movement in recent
years to the track ‘Land Back’ released in 2020 for free, in support to the strike of the First
Nation Wet'suwet'en in British Columbia, who were opposing the construction of a Coastal
GasLink Pipeline.
Ultimately, The Halluci Nation is a band that has strived to show urban indigeneity and how
contemporary Hip-Hop can have multiple faces through actions that come hand-in-hand with
24
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music. As public figures they aim to portray a positive view of Indigenous peoples. In so
doing, they bridge gaps of historical erasure of Indigenous creativity and presence in the
global cultural scenario.

3.3.4 Furthering the outreach of Indigenous Hip-Hop. The minor representation
of women in the movement and the difficulties in the Global South
As additional notes, I want to highlight two matters regarding the global Hip-Hop
movement among Indigenous people presented in this chapter: the minor representation of
women in the genre and the difficulties in the Global South for Hip-Hop artists.
Hip-Hop, just as other music genres, has been dominated by men as one of its early
characteristics was to enhance the manhood of its members through rhymes’ plays and
rivalries between gangs in urban outskirts. This pattern perpetuated its evolvement up to the
present day with still a minor representation of women in the genre. When it comes to the
Global Indigenous sphere, the situation is not different. However, this fact does not mean
that Indigenous women worldwide have not attempted to engaged with the genre25. Women
have been present in Hip-Hop in different Indigenous latitudes worldwide to protest the
inequalities they face both from their ethnic affinity and gender identity. Examples are fairly
present in the Latin American context, such as in Mexico the rapper Mare Advertencia Lirika,
who is of Zapotec origin from Southern Mexico and sings in Spanish by touching in her lyrics
the struggles of women in contemporary times (Thompson-Hernandez, 2018); Renata Flores
(Peru), who is of Qechua origin and sings mainly in this language (Villalobos, 2019); Zara
Monrroy, a Comcaac singer from North-western Mexico who performs both in Spanish and
her native language cmiique iitom26; among many other women who challenge the initial
masculine character of Hip-Hop where they did not have a space in any of the creative areas
of the movement.
The previous mentioned women not only have to endure a gender inequality but also the
difficulties as Indigenous peoples from the Global South, which is the second issue I want to
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Teremoana Rapley, for example, was one of the female founders of the mythical Māori band Upper Hutt
Posse.
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Information found in her Spotify artist’s profile.
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discuss in this sub section. As this chapter approached Hip-Hop from a ´Global Indigenous
perspective’, the mentioned artists came from the Global North as they are those with the
most possibilities to develop a career with transnational outreach. In contrast, the situation
for Indigenous Hip-Hop artists in the Global South is completely different, with difficulties
on obtaining an academic education, accessing to record companies’ contracts and their
migratory experience. Nonetheless, they shape this music genre according to their very own
resilience. Hip-Hop from an Indigenous perspective in Latin America finds its core on the
migration experience from the countryside to the cities, both in the national and transnational
experiences. For example, on the transnational experience, “Chicano” Hip-Hop culture has
been developed by the youth based in the USA who either have Indigenous/Mexican ancestry
or are recent immigrants themselves (McFarland, 2013, 57-58). “Chicanos” endure the
struggles of being in the American Hip-Hop context and at the same time torn apart from
their native communities.
Additionally, just as in other Indigenous areas worldwide, Indigenous Hip-Hop in Latin
America addresses the environmental disputes that they experience within their territories
(Tarifa, 2012, 412-413). Indigenous artists thus use their position of displacement to question
neoliberal policies of recent times in their own countries.

3.3.5 Authenticity in Indigenous Hip-Hop through global storytelling: Shedding
light on recent ways of cultural sovereignties
As noted from the examples of Indigenous Hip-Hop worldwide, this specific branch
challenges predeterminations of what indigeneity should be, taking shape differently from
one place to another. The examples of A.B. Original, Upper Hutt Posse and The Halluci
Nation exemplify three attributes that Indigenous performers have brought to Hip-Hop and
even maybe to contemporary music in general: story-telling as a means of enabling dialogues,
bridging gaps between cultures and the multifaceted image of indigeneity.
Story-telling, as an action that is present both in Indigenous cultures and Hip-Hop, enables
the immersion of Indigenous artists in the global ‘scene’ of Hip-Hop. Storytelling is at its
core decolonizing as it makes visible the knowledge of Indigenous peoples that often-times
are denied by colonization procedures (Simpson, 2011, 33-34, as cited in Woloshyn, 2016,
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p. 12). Hip-Hop and Indigenous realities have a similar past of misrepresentation and
resilience. In addition, the fact that Indigenous peoples use different linguistic means to show
their music, either in their Native tongue, the major language of their country (or both) show
that multi-face of this genre. Hip-Hop then adapts to the context in question, having dialogue
with other causes and allies when is necessary and most importantly, highlights that there is
no single way to be Indigenous and it is the responsibility of consumers to get rid of
stereotypes.
All in all, Indigenous Hip-Hop challenges the notions of what “tradition” and “modernity”
are. Indigenous people try to see ‘authenticity’ as a concept that can be aligned to their very
own cultural patterns and to the reaction they want to give to their audience. This
‘authenticity’ ultimately has a goal: cultural sovereignty. In the following section I will
analyse the creation of Hip-Hop in Sápmi and how it has sought to build a transnational
popular culture among the Sámi.
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4. Sámi Hip-Hop as narrated by its actors: From environmental
stewardship to trans cultural flows in Sápmi
This chapter takes the shape of a narration on what Sámi Hip-Hop is as a genre in the
words of Ailu Valle and Amoc. I aim to present such music genre by touching upon its main
characteristics, its evolvement across Sápmi and the personal motivations of Ailu Valle and
Amoc to venture within the genre
Hip-Hop as presented and narrated by Ailu Valle and Amoc is nationless and does not follow
a chronologic line in Sápmi, and in this logic it has been nourished by the different individual
efforts that each of its artists have contributed in their own local standpoints and work as
rappers, music producers, journalists, and so on. As a genre that transcends national
boundaries, Sámi Hip-Hop clearly follows a process of ‘(trans)cultural flows’ similar to the
Finnish Hip-Hop scenario, in which different influences from global cultural trends left a
trace on its constitution, but at the same time the local context of Sámi music industry also
had a meaningful impact on its constitution. Hip-Hop circulated differently from one area of
Sápmi to another, though even with this widespread outreach in time and geography it plays
a key role in the contemporary cultural industries of the Sámi people (Pennycook, 2007, as
cited in Westinen, 2014, 74-75).
I will connect all the pieces of Hip-Hop in Sápmi from the perspective of Ailu Valle and
Amoc, and complement it with the information from the documentaries ‘AMOC- vuosmuš’
(2015), ‘We UP: Indigenous Hip-Hop from the Circumpolar North’ (2018) and online
sources found during my research process. This chapter is developed firstly through the
narration of this genre on its characteristics in Sápmi, followed by a personal account from
Ailu Valle and Amoc on their own involvement in the genre and their interests in lyrical
composition, and lastly a brief introduction of different actors that have worked as performers
of this genre from one place to another in Sápmi.
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4.1 What is Sámi Hip-Hop? A brief introduction into it
Hip-Hop performed by Sámi artists has become a tool for both cultural sovereignty and
global creativity amidst contemporary generations, operating as a path for different
expressions that can either revolve around Sámi issues or some other times creativity not
completely related with the Sámi spectrum. These two spheres are present in the genre on its
development over time and in the lyrical composition process of the artists in question.
Global creativity here refers to the acknowledgment of Sámi youth identity, and at the same
time incorporating transnational influences in music production. As mentioned by Amoc
“My music is global, it does touches some Sámi topics such as climate change, but my lyrics
see those issues from a broader perspective as they are based on science fiction”. When it
comes to the cultural sovereignty, I take the quote of Mays (2018, p. 4) as Indigenous HipHop aims to make visible their presence through the uplifting of their culture in creative
productions. Cultural sovereignty in Sápmi refers to the means that Hip-Hop has used to
question Sámi indigeneity and intersect it with other global spheres. Sovereignty here is not
seen entirely as a politicized category; although it could be an argument to demand social
justices (for example, in the environmental stewardship on Valle’s music), in this work I
understand it as a phenomenon that shapes the Sámi culture from the perspective of
contemporary Hip-Hop artists.
The genre crossed the boundaries of Sápmi with artists from Norway, Sweden, Finland and
Russia; and with this widespread profile it did not emerge as a social movement but rather
was adopted into the lives of its contributors at different years and in an individual basis.
Though, most of them felt interested in the genre in the late 1990s and later on becoming
artists themselves between the 2000s and the 2010s. This specific characteristic of the early
Hip-Hop years in Sápmi originates from the national borders from one country to another
that come together with differences in social organizations and lack of in-person contact
among the whole Sámi youth in an ongoing basis. However, even with these challenges the
Sámi have well contributed to the global Hip-Hop movement with artists, festivals and
cultural organizations.
The spread of Hip-Hop not only in the Sápmi area but in the Nordics shows the worldwide
expansion of this music genre from the 1990s onwards. For the Sámi people, its adoption
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shares similar patterns to those of other Indigenous latitudes with a number of cultural
peculiarities that shaped its development. I could summarize the characteristics of Sámi HipHop in the following manner: It follows the previous movements of contemporary Sámi
music and social struggles in Sápmi from recent decades, it shows a youth influenced by both
this music industry in Sápmi and the new global trends of music, it was born outside urban
settings, it does not follow a solo linguistic direction but rather incorporates different
languages at the same time (as well as lyrical topics). I will explain these characteristics in
the following paragraphs.
As in many other Indigenous (and non-Indigenous) places, Hip-Hop started as an adoption
of mainly the American culture of this music and later on adapted to the local context. In
Finland, for example, both Ailu Valle and Amoc felt interested in Hip-Hop during their High
School years, when the popular band Fintelligens capitalized themselves as a popular act in
the late 1990s. Simultaneously, the youth of Sápmi at that time were influenced by the Sámi
music production that by the late decades had already taken over various spaces in the local
cultural life, including education. Ailu Valle mentions that as he was surrounded by Sámi
music throughout his lifetime in his household sphere, a moment that gave him curiosity
towards Joik was the record of Ulla Pirttijärvi in 1994 that encompassed Joiks for educational
purposes in the Sápmi area, in which he indeed participated. In this matter, the work of artists
like him and Amoc sheds light on the connection between the local issues in Sápmi and the
global Hip-Hop scenario. As highlighted by Amoc:

The Sámi are quite a small group and Inari Sámi people are the minority in a minority.
There are around 400 people speaking the language so there is always constant work
and struggle for the language life so I think that if the culture lives it would need some
kind of pop culture, I might be one part of that revitalisation of the language27.

Regarding the place of origin of Sámi Hip-Hop outside urban settings, most Sámi artists of
this genre went on board the genre whilst they were living in their own hometowns located
in Sápmi. Although communication among artists has been distant due to the extension of
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Extract from the documentary ‘We UP: Indigenous Hip-Hop from the Circumpolar North’ (2018).
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the territory, cultural hubs like music festivals have come as centres for interaction between
both artists and their fandom. These spaces have also been key for the acknowledgment of
the Sámi youth identity after years of cultural assimilation into the Nordic society. I found
the comment of Karoline Trollvik, former director of Riddu Riđđu Festivála (2014-2018),
important in this matter as she explained:

The purpose of the festival (Riddu Riđđu) is the idea of acknowledging and
understanding your Sámi identity. It attracted a lot of youth who had Sámi ancestry
and had a hard time speaking about it in their own communities so this festival became
a sort of safe haven […] I think for a lot of people is really powerful, also rebellious
and really cool28.

In this way, whilst there are not urban spaces for daily coexistence among Sámi artists,
festivals are paramount to create community and establishing relationships not only among
the Sámi but also with different stakeholders such as artists of other Indigenous backgrounds.
Although Sámi Hip-Hop is not exactly an urban movement that emerged from an industrial
marginalization just as in other latitudes worldwide, the Sámi still share specific causes for
adopting Hip-Hop that coincide with other urban places in the world. That is, the visibility
of inequalities, environmental issues and an ongoing colonization.
Lastly, as for the languages that have been taking over the genre, there is a variety of them:
from North Sámi to Inari Sámi, Kildin Sámi, English, Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish. This
diversity is a result from the different strategies of education in recent times that the Sámi
have experienced in all the countries they are from as well as the purpose of their music
according to the context. As the singer SlinCraze has said:

Being a rapper in North Sámi means that I would sing in a language spoken by very few
people. But still, North Sámi is the language in which I feel more comfortable with myself,
the language where I know more words and even though I am fluent in Norwegian and
English, I would be one in many others (rappers)29.

28
29

Extract from the documentary “We UP: Indigenous Hip-Hop from the Circumpolar North” (2018).
Extract from the documentary ‘We UP: Indigenous Hip-Hop from the Circumpolar North’ (2018).
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Different languages come at play according to the purposes of the artist in question. For Ailu
Valle, for example, he felt that he needed to incorporate North Sámi when he realized that
the topic of his music would be the environmental struggles of his own people: “It became
obvious for me that I needed to switch the language from Finnish to North Sámi”. In contrast,
for Amoc the usage of one of his mother tongues, Inari Sámi, was mainly related to having
fun and exploring it “I started using Inari Sámi as I just wanted to make music for my closest
friends, I liked the mysticism of Inari Sámi and how different it is from other Sámi languages.
At that time, I did not see my role as an activist for the language”. That said, both Ailu and
Amoc will show in this chapter the necessity to see Indigenous youth as a multifaceted
agency.

4.2 Precursors of Hip-Hop from Finnish Sápmi: The advocate and the master of
ceremonies
When it comes to the Finnish side of Sápmi, two rappers have been contributing
significantly to the development of Hip-Hop: Ailu Valle and Amoc. As they will be
introduced here, they are key figures in the construction of Hip-Hop amidst the Sámi
community. To this current stage, one particular contribution that Ailu Valle and Amoc have
provided to Hip-Hop in Sápmi is the interchangeable dialogue of languages and diversity of
topics within their lyrics. Trollvik has talked about this specific contribution as follows:

There are a lot of Hip-Hop artists in Sápmi and it became a very popular way of
expressing Sámi identity and issues so I think that the artists that started out, Ailu Valle
and Amoc, inspired a lot of other artists to work within that form as well because they
saw how efficiently it can be in language revitalisation but also how it can innovate
language and create extra attention for younger people 30.

As it was noted in the previous section, Hip-Hop in the Sámi sphere emerged from individual
efforts rather than a collective movement. It is thus important to bring into the discussion the
voices of those individuals who have been a part of such phenomenon in order to see the
30
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coexistence of the global with the local in the constitution of the genre. In this subsection I
will introduce Ailu Valle and Amoc in order to see the global phenomenon of Hip-Hop from
the spheres of motivations, creativity and perspective of what “Hip-Hop” is.

4.2.1 Ailu Valle: Hip-Hop through environmental stewardship
Ailu Valle is a rapper who performs in North Sámi after switching from Finnish at the
beginning of his career as a musician. His music appeared on the map in the year 2012 with
his debut album ‘Dušši dušše duššat’ (Useless just to be destroyed) followed by the records
‘7’ (2015) and ‘Viidon Sieiddit’ (2019). In addition, he has collaborated with different artists
and produced various Eps, of which the single ‘Horagállis’ (2020), produced with Amoc, is
his last one. He has also combined his musical work with many other instances in media such
as a news anchor for Yle Sápmi, translator for the Disney movie Frozen II Jikŋon in North
Sámi and recently in the year 2020 as a voice character for the Moomins cartoon in the North
Sámi version.
Ailu Valle’s contributions in media and music work together for one purpose: Activism for
his own people. It is possible to notice that as his music is thoughtful and long-lasting, songs
are not what one could call as “catchy”; instead, they have a dense background with riffs,
long rhymes and eventual stirring beats that intertwine with Ailu’s yawning voice. Within
this musical meditation, energetic beats and environmental stewardship are intertwined. His
music follows the objectives of Hip-Hop as a way of life as he says: “It came easy for me to
sing about Sámi environmental issues because Hip-Hop is an activist movement and that’s
the nature of my music”.
For Ailu Valle, Hip-Hop is a genre that addresses inequalities no matter the surrounding. As
such, he felt it was obvious to incorporate the struggle of his own people within his music.
In this manner, he enrolled into this music in his university years in teaching education for
Sámi communities at the Gieallagas Instituutti31 at the University of Oulu. He eventually
integrated Sámi topics within his lyrics after familiarizing himself with the history of
dispossession of his own people. Hip-Hop as seen on Valle’s viewpoint is a highly local
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The Gieallagas Instituutti at the University of Oulu is the leading research centre in Finland focused on Sámi
studies.
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phenomenon as it is adapted to the local contexts of the actors in question, and at the same
time it shows the global influences from the so-called “Global Hip-Hop Nation” (Alim,
2009a, p. 3; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 32). Valle’s music highlights this two sides of the
music genre as he incorporates the critical outlook of Hip-Hop into the territorial struggle of
the Sámi.
The aim of Valle’s career is educating people in environmental struggles, not only to Sámi
but to his whole audience. His approach, according to him, is “very pedagogical” as he likes
to say his concerns in a straightforward way with the intention of obtaining the attention of
the listener. “You tend to say things quite straight” he jokes while mentioning that normally
in the Sámi way of saying things information is read “in between the lines” and not mentioned
directly. He takes inspiration to his way of expressing from his teaching experience “When I
was a teacher I remember it was easier for students to focus on learning the (North Sámi)
language by being outside while listening music, and I figured out I wanted to use that
approach in my music”. To this extent, he makes use of the usual storytelling in rapping that
evokes the individual creativity in order to contribute to the local ‘scene’ he belongs to
(Hebdige, 1987; as cited in Westinen, 2014, p. 31). One way of storytelling in his music
could be noticed in his record ‘7’ (2015), which takes as an inspiration the philosophy of
Yoga and its 7 chakras, attempting in this manner a more personal narrative in a whole album.
To this regard he says:

I was supposed to make a sequel of Dušši dušše duššat but back then I felt that I said
everything I needed to say regarding nature so I decided to have a different approach.
At that time, I was doing yoga so I guessed I could write something “coming from
the inside” of the human mind and body. I tried to find a connection between Sámi
culture and yoga, the thing that got my attention about yoga was nature and the self.
I was mostly interested in the 7 chakras of yoga, which are in the levels of survival,
feelings, inner power, self-confidence, love, intuition and dreams. So on the album, I
followed the theme that you cannot do anything about external things before you
know your inner world, To know the inner world, one must know both one’s mind
and body for they are an integral part of each other32.

32

Information extracted from my interview with Ailu Valle and supported from his contribution on the book
‘Viidon Sieiddit. Saamelaisen luontosuhteen uudet mittasuhteet’ (2018).
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In this record he goes beyond Sámi topics, and with that channelling the possibilities of using
global contexts whilst still having environmental matters at the centre of inspiration.
What’s more, according to Ailu Valle Finnish Hip-Hop is not that different to Sámi Hip-Hop
as both approach inequalities and social problematics in the current Finnish society. Though,
Sámi perspective to music differentiates slightly in the sense that relies more on
improvisation and spontaneity as those are “ways of knowing” in Sámi society, whereas the
average Hip-Hop is more analytical and well-planned. For example, he mentions that Joik
composition is very organic as it is something that comes from “your inside” by intuition
and, in fact, that’s one of the pillars on his writing process as he remarks: “Sometimes when
I am writing songs, ideas come to mind and I just follow my intuition. That’s a very similar
process when you compose a Joik, for example”. That said, improvisation is “the flavour” of
overall Sámi Hip-Hop and what this music has to give to the wider music ‘scene’, as
mentioned by him.
That said, he follows the idea of other Indigenous Hip-Hop artists worldwide in the sense
that they seek to incorporate their very own ways of knowing within the genre. Nonetheless,
these ways of knowing coexist with broader cultural trends in order to re-negotiate what it is
like to be an Indigenous youth and their position within their communities (Berglund,
Johnson and Lee 2016; as cited in Mays, 2018, p. 7). Ailu Valle remarks that Sámi Hip-Hop
is transnational as artists are based in different areas of their countries, nonetheless, cultural
hubs have been of key importance to enable their communication and create a sense of
community among them.

4.2.2 Amoc: The Master of Ceremonies and the Sámi presence in disguise
Amoc (Mikkâl Morottaja) is a rapper who performs in Inari Sámi language in a way that
could be seen revolutionary and unapologetic, channelling the possibilities of Inari Sámi
language and the importance of seeing Sámi culture in a more arbitrary perspective. He
started rapping in the late 1990s and followed into a music career until releasing his debut
album ‘Amok-Kaccâm’ (Amoc’s Flow) in 2007. In 2015, the documentary ‘Amoc –
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vuosmuš’ (Amoc – the first one) was released which portrays his career’s early times until
the years after his debut record. After his first album he has been releasing different EPs in
digital formats, and more recently he is a part of the Hip-Hop project ‘998’, together with
other rappers such as Ailu Valle, Eldinho, Neuvos, Nit Lang, HC Sika, Solekki. Besides his
musical career, he has worked as a journalist and sound engineer for various Sámi media
platforms, of which his more recent work is as a voice character for the Moomins cartoon
(2020) on its Inari Sámi version.
Originally from Aanar, he was born into an intercultural family with both Finnish and Inari
Sámi as languages within the household sphere. His father, Matti Morottaja, has been one of
the major promoters of the language as founder of the association Anarâškielâ Servi (the Inari
Sámi Society) in 1986, which aimed to revitalize the language in a moment where its status
was highly critical (Ridanpää and Pasanen, 2009, 220-221). This phenomenon eventually
had an influence in Amoc’s music as he used Inari Sámi from the very beginning of his
career. In contrast, during his high school years in Ivalo, 40 km. away from his native Aanar,
he involved in the Hip-Hop movement of Lapland, becoming a part of the collective “Guerra
Norte”, a group that included other Finnish rappers from the region. Similarly, he
collaborated informally with other collectives, such as the Rovaniemi-based funk rappers
Hannibal and Herra Soppa and their ensemble Tulenkantajat. The collaboration and
coexistence in these two projects shaped the direction of his music as aligned in sound to
other rappers in an urban style. With these two sides on his influences, Amoc represents both
the cultural sovereignty and the global creativity within Hip-Hop culture, highlighting the
local matters in his music but still portraying them through lens of ‘global popular culture’.
At a first glance, Amoc’s music could not easily be seen as “Sámi music” as it is heavy in
instruments, voice and thematic. Taking as inspiration videogames and horror movies, the
overall concept is the idyllic character of Inari Sámi language and how it can be adapted to
“popular culture”. Such concept is based on the word Amoc, which is an acronym of ‘Aanar
Master of Ceremonies’, meaning as well ‘craziness’ in Inari Sámi as described by him. Thus,
his music revolves around science fiction that recreates fierce scenarios where craziness is
the subject matter. The beginning of his career was thought-provoking as he had to undergo
the expectations that the audience had towards him as a Sámi musician “Many had a notion
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that Sámi rap was about nice things and the peace of nature, but my songs were global and
violent. Many were surprised and even shocked”33. In this line, Amoc challenges the
expectations on what it is like to be an Indigenous youth. He clearly questions the concept of
“Indigeneity” as seen from a contemporary viewpoint, shedding light on how Indigenous
cultural patterns (in his case, the language) can establish a dialogue with global spheres and
therefore creating a “pop culture” for the Indigenous people in question.
Amoc’s music adds to the reflexivity on the different spheres where Indigenous peoples
(specially the youth) are positioned: they are indeed members of ethnic communities, but
they are also national and global citizens and, in this way, they have a variety of perspectives
around their own culture. His music really strives to break stereotypes towards the Sámi and
encouraging the audience to reflect on the many possibilities that Indigenous peoples have to
move forward their ethnic identity. As mentioned by Mays (2018, 10-11), ‘Indigeneity’ seeks
to give a space to the existence of Indigenous peoples from a variety of spheres such as race,
class, gender, sexuality, and ability and status and non-status. In this line, I would add that
‘Indigeneity’, as seen from Amoc’s perspective, strives to break stereotypes and give the
right to Indigenous peoples to take part in cultural production that does not have to address
directly their culture and colonial struggles. As he mentioned in our interview:

I never saw my music as a revitalization, I live in the Sámi culture for sure but I think
the Inari Sámi language revitalization movement was something even older than my
music. Initially, I wanted to explore the mysticism of Inari Sámi language. There were
a couple hundreds of Inari Sámi speakers back then so because of that people knew
me right away. I think people gave too much importance to that when my music was
made just for fun.

In his words, Indigenous peoples can take part in the revitalization efforts of their culture
without being too politicized, but on the contrary seeking to have fun just as they are. That
being said, I would add that cultural sovereignty in Amoc’s music refers to the right of having
fun and not carrying expectations as an Indigenous person, but instead using global creativity
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as the source to innovate languages and culture. The lyrics in his music are, in fact,
provocative and question such expectations. An example of his lyrics is as follows:

I am Amoc, and when I go mad
People are frightened to death
And suddenly the hearts of people stop
When I run through a hard wall.
I smile with a chainsaw in my hand
And a rifle in the other hand,
With which I shoot into the street or the air,
And scream like an angry beast.
[‘Amok-kaččâm’ (‘Amok-flow’)]34

Amoc’s perspective towards Hip-Hop in Sápmi sheds light on the coexistence with other
cultures, as it was noted on the influences from his first collaborations. Amoc questions and
reinvents Sámi culture by approaching it to global matters and contemporary ‘pop culture’.
By stepping aside from a politicized perspective, he claims to be seen simultaneously as a
global artist and as a local cultural promoter. Furthermore, he provides reflexivity on the
‘Authenticity’ concept in Hip-Hop music. As mentioned on the previous section,
‘Authenticity’ in Hip-Hop seeks to innovate culture by highlighting the individual
contribution of actors to a specific ‘local scene’ (Westinen, 2014, 17-18). Amoc brings
diversity to Sámi Hip-Hop as he provides a perspective that is based on “transnational
culture”, emphasizing that “Authenticity” should be seen as a concept that fluctuates between
the global and the local scenario of Hip-Hop.

34

Translated by Ridanpää and Pasanen (2009).
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4.3 Hip-Hop from one corner of Sápmi to another: the expansion of the genre and
the local perspectives
In this sub-section I will introduce the expansion of Hip-Hop at the different corners of
Sápmi. The information provided here functions as a general picture of the actors that have
been nurturing the genre in recent times, and even though this work is specially based on the
figures of Ailu Valle and Amoc, I also consider pertinent to give a space to those other
remarkable artists within the genre. The number of mentioned artists here is very short as
there are many more Sámi Hip-Hop performers in current times. Though, I aim to give a
basic picture of the genre and, perhaps, awake the interest on the reader to explore the genre.
The data presented is taken from online media sources and their artists’ profiles in music
streamers.
As previously mentioned, Hip-Hop in Sápmi started not as a movement but as individual
efforts. The artists that obtained attention at the earliest stage were the Duolva Duottar trio
and Slincraze in Norway, who sing in North Sámi, Norwegian and English. Duolva Duottar
emerged from the music contest ‘Norske Talenter’ (‘Norway’s Got Talent’) in 2007 and
made an interesting visualization of Sámi music in Norway as one of the judges of the contest
refused to send them from the auditions because they sang in North Sámi and not in
Norwegian. However, they managed to reach the finals on the contest, leading them to an
initial success in their music career. The music of Duolva Duottar is characterized by heavy
beats, rap rhymes and rock music, calling themselves as “Dirty sounds from Sápmi”. In fact,
their music is well aligned with that self-description as it creates an unremorseful atmosphere
where modern music collides with Sámi demands.
Nils Rune Utsi or Slincraze by his artistic name, on the other hand, started his career from
his participation in the Sámi Grand Prix in Guovdageaidnu when he was 14 years old,
following to its involvement in Hip-Hop music from 2006 onwards. SlinCraze has released
music in North Sámi, English and Norwegian, but whatever language he uses, the topic of
his lyrics always goes around the Sámi culture. SlinCraze’s music is characterized by
electronic beats with a melodic and sharp voice often combined with Joiks that either has a
lively rhythm or a reflective atmosphere.
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On the Swedish region of Sápmi, Maxida Märak arose as a Joik singer, Hip-Hop artist, actress
and activist. Her musical contribution is characterized by energetic rhymes, eventual Joiks,
electronic beats, bouncing choruses and a deep voice. Märak got involved into Hip-Hop when
she was a well-established Joik singer and that transition can be noticed in the essence of her
music, which is very peculiar as it does not show a straightforward Sámi personality. Instead,
it makes a fusion of both global culture and lyrics aligned to Sámi issues sung in Swedish, in
a search of making the spectator reflect on the clashes in disguise.
Märak has developed a multifaceted artistic career that includes the record ‘Mountain Songs
and other Stories’ (2014) with the Blues Band Downhill Bluegrass and her debut album
‘Utopi’ (2019); a participation in the Swedish TV Show Sápmi Sessions in 2014;
collaborating with Giron Sámi Teáhter; a collaboration with the electronic Hip-Hop Band
The Halluci Nation; a live collaboration with the legendary Cree singer Buffy Sainte-Marie
at the Riddu Riđđu Festivála (2019); among many other performances in TV and movies. As
an activist, she was a part of the group Tjáhppis ráiddo (Black reindeer caravan in Lule Sámi)
that protested against mines in Gállok, near her hometown in Jåhkåmåhkke during its Winter
Market in 2014. As an artist with various turning points in her career, Märak shows that HipHop praises for cultural sovereignty, but that cultural sovereignty does include experimenting
new directions in creativity.
From the Russian side of Sápmi, there is only one Hip-Hop singer called Yarsem Galkin aka
YAR1Y, a rapper from Lovozero in the Kola peninsula (Russia) who sings in Russian and
Kildin Sámi, one minor language in the Sámi linguistic spectrum. Galkin started to rap
through explorations in his own household literary resources, along with the musical
influence he had from his family. However, his music is still very recent and in addition that
he faces the lack of opportunities for Sámi people to develop an artistic career in Russia.
Lastly, perhaps one of the most ambitious projects of Hip-Hop from Sápmi in recent years
has been the collaboration for the LP Holvut/Howl that included the participation of artists
from Sápmi (including Ailu Valle and Amoc), Alaska, Kalaalit Nunaat Greenland and
Nunavut (Canada) and is based on a collective performance at Riddu Riđđu Festivála in 2018
and the documentary produced by the Anchorage museum (Alaska) “We UP: Indigenous
Hip-Hop from the Circumpolar Region”.
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As it can be seen in these examples, Hip-Hop artists from Sápmi are holders of different
activities as musicians, activists, music producers, and so on. Although music production
indeed requires a multi-tasking profile to fulfil a public artist image, what makes Hip-Hop
from Sápmi unique is the search of connecting all these activities around the reflexivity of
“what Sápmi is today”, with the purpose of creating a ‘transcultural culture’ among the youth
today.
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5. Conclusion. Sámi Hip-Hop: A music genre that transcends the
boundaries of Sápmi
I hereby want to draw the overall perspective I have of a new world of knowledge to me:
Hip-Hop studies. This thesis showed the development of Sámi Hip-Hop music as a local
phenomenon that adapts global cultural trends within creativity processes in Sápmi and
beyond.
My research shows that Hip-Hop made by Sámi artists relies on the individual output of
people involved in the movement, exploring in this way two spheres of creativity (the global
and the local) in order to re-negotiate the meaning of what “Hip-Hop” and “Indigeneity” are.
The research question was “What are the motivations for Sámi artists to engage with HipHop and create a genre in its own terms?”. The hypothesis mentioned that the motivations
were aimed at questioning what it is like to be a Sámi youth in contemporary times and, in
so doing, creating a cultural sovereignty. This “cultural sovereignty” should not be seen only
as an activist sphere, but it also questions the position of the Sámi youth within their ethnic
society and goes beyond the established parameters of “Indigeneity”. Global creativity and
cultural sovereignty are then interlinked and should be seen at the core in the development
of Hip-Hop from an Indigenous perspective. As noted previously, Indigenous peoples have
adopted Hip-Hop worldwide because they seek to convince to the “outside world” that they
are still here and do exist from their very own terms (Mays, 2018, p. 4). I will highlight in
the following lines the major points in this work.

Indigenous Epistemes and contemporary creativity
According to the reflexivity presented around Sámi and Global Indigenous Hip-Hop,
Indigenous epistemes (Kuokkanen, 2007, 2017) as a term applies to the perspective that Sámi
artists have towards their own culture and how their input can bring something innovative to
their communities and the Global Hip-Hop movement. Indigenous epistemes are the
perceptions that Indigenous peoples have towards a common understanding of the reality,
which means that the reality is shaped by common values based on their relationship with
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the environment and culture. This common understanding then is innovated by Hip-Hop
artists with the aim of highlighting the value of Indigenous peoples locally and globally.
Ailu’s music, for example, seeks to awake a curiosity in the listener about the current status
of the earth today. The concept Indigenous epistemes clearly applies to his work as he
attempts to bring a Sámi perspective of what ´sustainability’ is to the wider scenario of the
global Hip-Hop nation. Alternatively, Amoc’s music obliges the listener to stop seeing ‘pop
culture’ and ‘Indigeneity’ as opposite categories, but instead seeing these spheres intertwined
by taking as inspiration science fiction backgrounds together with his fierce voice in Inari
Sámi. In his example, ‘Indigeneity’ could be understood as the ‘pop culture’ created by
Indigenous artists that establishes a dialogue with global phenomena, whilst expressing
themselves just as they are in today’s world (Arvin, 2015, 119-121; Meys, 2018, 10-11).
Storytelling here works as a part of those epistemes where the creativity of Hip-Hop artists
is centralized. Storytelling narrates the personal experience of those artists in their local
music ‘scene’ and their coexistence with ‘(trans)cultural flows’ (Pennycook, 2007) from the
global music market. In this fashion, storytelling is a mechanism that affords Indigenous
artists to express their mind and get in contact with other experiences from the global HipHop ‘scene’. Sámi Hip-Hop artists encourage the listener to question what Hip-Hop music is
and also what Indigeneity is, the latter as a contested category that is not always collective,
but also sometimes individual.

The question of Indigeneity from a global perspective
Hip-Hop enables Sámi artists to question their own “Indigeneity” and seeing to what
extent they want to portray a Sámi content within their music. As global people who are
constantly having dialogues with other artists and Indigenous peoples, Sámi involved in HipHop have taken inspiration from there in order to shape their own music. These dialogues are
one of the final points of the cultural sovereignty in Sámi Hip-Hop: Building a Sámi popular
culture through various sources of inspiration.
The search for channelling the possibilities of Hip-Hop come together with the idea of
modernity and its clashes with ‘authenticity’. As it was defined at the beginning of this work,
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modernity comes together with colonialism. However, Hip-Hop as a contemporary genre
questions this word and even appropriates it in order to reflect on what it is like to be
Indigenous today. The Sámi portray themselves as part of the Global Hip-Hop movement
whilst still uplifting their ethnic affinity, just as other Indigenous peoples worldwide do. In
this context, the concept of ‘authenticity’ refers to the adaptation of Hip-Hop to the local
context (Westinen, 2014, 17-18). ‘Authenticity’ in the Sámi Hip-Hop is then being a multilayered artist that questions the adaptability of global genres to different instances in the ‘pop
culture’ of the Sámi media.
Moreover, this work proposes that the concept of Indigenous epistemes could be adapted to
the individuality of Indigenous peoples. That is, Indigenous peoples also hold an individual
sphere that nurtures their own societies by interlinking the global and the local arenas where
individual persons are positioned. By questioning the position of their own cultures in
globalization, Indigenous individuals highlight that “Indigeneity” can have multiple ways of
expression and is not so far apart from other categories. Indigenous epistemes can in this way
bring innovative perspectives to music markets and global movements.

Global Indigenous Hip-Hop movement and its interrelation with Sámi Hip-Hop
As presented in this work, the emergence of Sámi Hip-Hop follows the expansion of such
genre across Indigenous latitudes worldwide, from Aotearoa to Sápmi, Latin America and
North America.
The presence of Sámi artists in the Global Hip-Hop movement provides a multidimensional
perspective on what it is like to be “Indigenous” today, as the diversity of the Sámi cultures,
languages and contexts is pictured in the work of the artists in question. Nonetheless, Sámi
Hip-Hop also has to learn from other Indigenous peoples in order to nourish its own music
production. As seen in the examples, Hip-Hop in other areas has indeed been positioned as
an emergent music style from Indigenous initiatives: Upper Hutt Posse became the first ever
Hop-Hop band in the South Pacific and questioned the position of the Māori in Aotearoa
New Zealand (Mitchell, 2000, p. 50)., and meanwhile The Halluci Nation in Canada has
sought to give a space to the First Nations’ youth in urban nightclubs (Colhoun 2015), and
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Indigenous women in Latin America have strived to position themselves as Hip-Hop artists
whilst raising the inequalities they live from their gender identity (Thompson-Hernandez,
2018).
Global Indigenous Hip-Hop provides a critical perspective of the music industry by
highlighting the voices of the margins. Decoloniality in this movement refers to the
emergence of those “herstories, transtories and ourstories that have been invisible to the
modern/colonial order” (Walsh and Mignolo, 2018, p. 8). That is, the variety of stories that
have been emerging from the Global Indigenous Hip-Hop movement.

The path towards a critical inquiry of Sámi Hip-Hop
This thesis is a contribution to the knowledge of Sámi contemporary music from a global
viewpoint. When I started writing this thesis, I did not realize how many similarities and
differences could exist within Sámi Hip-Hop music and its comparison to other Indigenous
latitudes. In this line, my work highlights that more research from a “global viewpoint” needs
to be created in order to see what Sámi music has to learn from other Indigenous perspectives,
and at the same time what it could teach to other Indigenous latitudes.
Lastly, I hope my reflexivity can shed light on the important contribution that Amoc and Ailu
Valle have made to Hip-Hop both in the Nordics and in Sápmi. Their work goes beyond the
limits of music genre categories and the search for cultural sovereignty in the current world.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Sámi place names
Aanar (Inari Sámi) – Inari, Finland
Deatnu (North Sámi) – Tana, Teno River, Norway, Sweden and Finland
Eanodat (North Sámi) – Enontekiö, Finland
Gáivuotna (North Sámi) – Kåfjord, Norway
Gállok (Lule Sámi) – Kallak, Sweden
Giron (North Sámi) – Kiruna, Sweden
Guovdageaidnu (North Sámi) – Kautokeino, Norway
Jåhkåmåhkke (Lule Sámi) – Jokkmokk, Sweden
Máze (North Sámi) – Masi, Norway
Ohcejohka (North Sámi) – Utsjoki Finland
Olmmáivággi (North Sámi) – Manndalen, Norway
Sápmi, Säämi, Sääʹmjânnam (North Sámi, Inari Sámi and Skolt Sámi) – Traditional Sámi
territory
Soađegilli (North Sámi) – Sodankylä, Finland
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8.2 Map and Pictures

Picture 1. Places of origin of
current Sámi living languages.
Source: Decolonial Atlas Website

Picture 2: Flyer of the documentary AMOC –
vuosmuš (2015). Source: International Sami
Film Institute
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Picture 3. Duolva Duottar at Riddu Riđđu Festivála in 2017.
Source: Daniel Skog, Skogmedia

Picture 4: Ailu Valle at Riddu Riđđu Festivála in 2017.
Source: Daniel Skog, Skogmedia.
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Picture 5: Ailu Valle.
Photographer: Anssi Jokiranta.

Picture 6: Amoc. Photographer: Tarmo Lehtosalo.
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Picture 7: Amoc live at Sámi Grand Prix in 2014.
Source: Sámi musihkkafestivála

Picture 8: Ailu Valle and Amoc live at Tavastia Klubi (Helsinki) in 2015.
Photographer: Jussi Nukari.
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Picture 9: Maxida Märak performing live together with the Cree Singer Buffy
Sainte-Marie at Riddu Riđđu Festivála in 2019. Source: Daniel Skog, Skogmedia.

Picture 10: Ailu Valle live at Riddu Riđđu Festivála in 2017. Source: Daniel Skog, Skogmedia.
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